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IN THE CIVIL DISTRICT COURT

OF

LANDRY COUNTY, TEXOMA

STIPULATIONS OF THE PARTIES
The parties agree and stipulate as to the following:
I.
This is a civil trial that will be tried before a jury. Plaintiff Musée d’Orso (“Plaintiff”) has sued its
insurance carrier, Seascape Property and Casualty Insurance Co. (“Seascape”), for breach of
contract. Plaintiff and Seascape entered into an insurance contract whereby Seascape agreed to
pay Plaintiff for any loss or damage to its artwork resulting from theft or robbery (subject to the
minimum and maximum amount of coverage) in exchange for Plaintiff’s payment of the insurance
premium. The insurance contract is Exhibit 2 and is admissible.
II.
Plaintiff alleges that, on May 1, 2021, five pieces of its artwork were stolen from the museum
valued at more than $10 million. Plaintiff further alleges that the insurance contract is a valid,
enforceable contract in effect on the date of the theft, and that Seascape has breached the insurance
contract by refusing to pay Plaintiff the value of the stolen art.
The insurance contract in Exhibit 2 contains an exclusion from coverage for any theft or robbery
in which a current employee of the Plaintiff knowingly participates, either individually or in
concert with others. Seascape alleges that one of Plaintiff’s employees employed on May 1, 2021,
knowingly acted as an accomplice in the robbery that occurred on May 1, 2021. For this reason,
Seascape has refused to pay Plaintiff the value of the stolen art.
III.
The court has both subject matter and in personam jurisdiction over the parties. All questions of
fact will be submitted to a jury. Questions of law will be decided by the court.
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IV.
At trial, Plaintiff must prove each of the following elements by a preponderance of the evidence:
1.

The insurance contract between Plaintiff and Seascape is a valid, enforceable
contract;

2.

Plaintiff suffered a loss or damage that is covered by the insurance contract and is
valued at more than $10,000,000;

3.

Seascape breached the insurance contract by refusing to pay Plaintiff for the value
of the stolen art; and,

4.

Seascape’s refusal to pay has caused Plaintiff damage.

This is a bifurcated trial. Other than establishing the minimum amount of coverage in the insurance
contract, the total monetary value of the stolen art is not an issue at this trial and is not to be argued.
If the jury finds for the museum at this trial, a separate trial will be held to determine the value of
the stolen art and/or the amount of damage to Plaintiff.
V.
Seascape may defeat Plaintiff’s claims by proving by a preponderance of the evidence that an
exclusion to the insurance contract applies—specifically, that a then-current museum employee
knowingly participated in the robbery on May 1, 2021. If Seascape proves that an exclusion
applies, its refusal to pay Plaintiff is not a breach of the insurance contract.
VI.
All exhibits included in the case materials are authentic and are accurate copies of the originals.
No objections to the authenticity of the exhibits will be entertained. The only exhibits to be used
at trial are those included in the case packet.
All of the witness statements were written and signed on the same day, June 15, 2021. The
Addenda are signed on the day of trial, and no continuances have been granted in this case. The
signatures on the witness statements, Addenda, and on all other documents are authentic.
VII.
Ealy Foy’s bank records reflect a deposit of $1,089,000 into Foy’s savings account on May 3,
2021. There have been no deposits or withdrawals from that account since May 3, 2021, but the
funds in Foy’s bank account are available for use.
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VIII.
On May 10, 2021, a cryptocurrency exchange called Coin Platform ceased operations. No records
of any cryptocurrency transactions on Coin Platform are available.
IX.
Val Verde is a newly established, independent nation that seceded from Mexico in 2018. Its
current ruler is Queen Olivia Rivera.
The United States and the nation of Val Verde have not entered into an extradition treaty, which
is an agreement between two countries that, if requested, they will apprehend, hold, and surrender
a person who has been charged with a felony and is a fugitive from the requesting country.
The theft of art from Musée d’Orso on May 1, 2021 is a felony.
X.
The trial court has determined that, after consultation with separate counsel, Ealy Foy has freely
and voluntarily waived Foy’s Fifth Amendment right not to testify or answer questions concerning
the art theft that is the subject of this trial.
Foy, therefore, may not invoke the Fifth Amendment while testifying at trial.
XI.
Remington Stolle was not in the United States from April 1, 2021 to the morning of May 2, 2021.
XII.
Ealy Foy’s and Merritt Mauzey’s cell phone providers have confirmed that no calls were made
and no texts were sent from Foy’s or Mauzey’s cell phones on May 1, 2021 or anytime thereafter.
XIII.
After the robbery, Musée d’Orso, Detective Tracy Dockray, and René Rousseaux both attempted
to contact Sophia Reid and Clay Crummey, two former museum guards, but were unsuccessful.
Their location is unknown.
Detective Dockray obtained either a search warrant or permission to investigate the bank accounts,
cell phone records, and emails of all of Plaintiff’s guards who were employed as of May 1, 2021.
Other than Ealy Foy, the parties agree that there is no evidence that any of those guards participated
in the robbery at Musée d’Orso. The parties disagree about whether Ealy Foy knowingly
participated in the robbery.
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XIV.
The failure, for any reason, by law enforcement to locate, arrest, or identify the persons who
committed the robbery of Musée d’Orso does not constitute an exception to coverage under the
insurance contract between Musée d’Orso and Seascape.
XV.
As of the day of trial, the artwork stolen from Musée d’Orso on May 1, 2021 has not been located,
and there are no leads as to the whereabouts of the stolen artwork.
XVI.
Ealy Foy, Rosson Crow, and Detective Tracy Dockray are to testify on behalf of the Plaintiff.
They may not testify for or be called on behalf of Defendant. René Rousseaux, Merritt Mauzey,
and Remington Stolle are to testify on behalf of Defendant. They may not testify for or be called
on behalf of the Plaintiff.
XVII.
Detective Dockray and the Russellville Police Department provided several pieces of evidence to
the Texoma Forensic Testing Laboratory for analysis. The Texoma Forensics Testing Laboratory
also received assistance from the forensics department from the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(“FBI”). Exhibit 10 is a report summarizing the analysis of the evidence, and Exhibit 10 is
admissible.
As noted in Exhibit 10, a log of the security doors at Musée d’Orso was extracted from the
damaged external hard drive. The timeframe of the log is 12:01 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. on May 1, 2021.
That log is in Exhibit 4, and Exhibit 4 is admissible.
XVIII.
Because Melissa Roberts lives in Massachusetts and is not subject to this Court’s jurisdiction, the
Court lacks the power to compel her to answer questions by deposition or to testify at trial.
XIX.
Exhibit 1 is an accurate diagram of the first floor at Musée d’Orso, but it is not to scale. Exhibit 1
is admissible once it is identified by a witness.
XX.
Exhibit 8 is a picture of an art folio like the kind that is used at Musée d’Orso.
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XXI.
Exhibit 9 is a newspaper article from a national news organization. Exhibit 9 is admissible.
XXII.
The time in New York City is one hour ahead of the time in Texoma. For example, if it is 10:00
a.m. in New York City, then it is 9:00 a.m. in Texoma.
XXIII.
At the time of the robbery, Musée d’Orso stored back-up copies of its security camera video files
on a cloud server that could be accessed from a computer in the Security Room. A “cloud” is a
digital server where data—such as documents or video files—can be stored remotely and accessed
via the Internet.
XXIV.
The Charge of the Court and the Jury Questions are accurate and complete in all respects, and no
objections to them will be entertained.
XXV.
The Court’s Charge to the Jury:
The Plaintiff, Musée d’Orso, has alleged that the Defendant, Seascape, breached the insurance
contract between the parties by refusing to pay Plaintiff for the value of art that was stolen on May
1, 2021. Seascape is liable only if you, the jury, find that the Plaintiff has proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that:
1. The insurance contract between Plaintiff and Seascape is a valid, enforceable contract;
2. Plaintiff suffered a loss or damage that is covered by the insurance contract and that is
valued at more than $10,000,000;
3. Seascape breached the insurance contract by refusing to pay Plaintiff for the value of the
stolen art; and,
4. Seascape’s refusal to pay has caused Plaintiff damage.
However, if you, the jury, find that Seascape has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that
a then-current employee of Plaintiff knowingly participated in the theft/robbery of art from the
museum on May 1, 2021, then Seascape cannot be liable to the Plaintiff.
“Preponderance of the evidence” means the greater weight and degree of credible evidence
admitted in this case.
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XXVI.
The following questions will be presented for the jury’s unanimous decision:
Please answer the following questions “YES” or “NO.” Do you find by a preponderance of the
credible evidence that:
1. The insurance contract between Musée d’Orso and Seascape Property and Casualty
Insurance Co. is a valid, enforceable contract?
YES _______
NO _______
2. The artwork stolen from Musée d’Orso on May 1, 2021 is covered by the insurance contract
and is valued at more than $10 million?
YES _______
NO _______
3. Seascape Property and Casualty Insurance Co. has refused to pay Musée d’Orso for the
value of the stolen art?
YES _______
NO _______
4. Seascape’s failure to pay has caused Musée d’Orso damage?
YES _______
NO _______
If you have answered all 4 of the above questions “YES,” then, and only then, you must answer
the following question:
1. Do you find by a preponderance of the evidence that a then-current employee of Musée
d’Orso knowingly participated in the theft of art from the Musée d’Orso on May 1, 2021?
YES _______
NO _______
FOREPERSON: Sign and return this verdict form to the court’s bailiff.
______________________________
Foreperson
Date
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Anna Delvey______________________
Attorney for the Plaintiff

/s/ Mark Landis___________________
Attorney for the Defendant
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STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
My name is Ealy Foy. I am 57 years old and married to my high school sweetheart, Sydney.
We’ve been married for 37 years and have – or had – one son, William. He was an Army Ranger
and died four years ago in Afghanistan. We’ll never quite get over it.
We’ve lived in Russellville, Texoma for the last 16 years. I was a member of the New York City
Police Department (“NYPD”) for 18 years before taking the job as Deputy Security Chief at Musée
d’Orso in 2005. While with the NYPD, I was awarded several commendations; one was for
rushing into a burning apartment building late one night and alerting the tenants. I carried out a
child and then an infant, and everyone else got out OK. I also got commendations for attendance
and punctuality. I was never disciplined for anything while on the force. While with the NYPD,
I did work on a couple of art theft cases. Just did standard gum-shoe work: interviewed witnesses,
investigated leads, and performed background checks on suspects. We solved a couple of those
art theft cases, but not all of them. I also worked on a lot of different types of cases: assaults,
burglaries, auto theft, forgeries, the whole gamut. But I got tired of all the paperwork and constant
changes in the command structure and duty assignments, which caused lots of turmoil among the
rank and file. So, when I saw an advertisement for the Musée d’Orso job, Sydney and I decided I
should take it and move to Texoma. We bought a small home and have lived very modestly.
At my urging three years ago, Musée d’Orso installed a sophisticated security system at the cost
of somewhere around $150,000. It employs a dual security check system. Employees can enter
the museum through the rear security doors when the museum’s front doors are locked. They
come to the rear exterior security door and show their face to a device near that door. If the system
recognizes the person’s face, it unlocks the exterior security door. The person then enters the
inside hallway where a second device can recognize the employee’s fingerprint. If recognized, the
interior security door unlocks and the employee enters the Security Room. You can see all of this
on the outline of the museum in Exhibit 1. The security system also logs every time a locked door
is opened and how it was opened, like from a security badge, fingerprints, or someone at the
security desk. An employee can use their security badge on the way out of the museum to unlock
the security doors – so, if you were in the interior hallway for example, you could use your badge
to exit through the exterior security door, but only your fingerprints could get you through the
interior security door and into the Security Room.
If someone wants to enter the museum through the exterior security door and isn’t recognized by
the facial recognition program, then they can buzz the security desk and talk to a security guard
through an intercom. The guard will ask the reason for seeking entry and follow museum protocol
to determine whether to let the person in. If the person says, for example, they are there to fix a
leaking faucet in the bathroom, a guard will open the exterior security door from the security desk,
and another guard will meet the person in the interior hallway to verify any documents the person
may have. Or, if there are no documents, then one of the guards will check with the Museum
Director to confirm the person is supposed to be at the museum. Even if someone has
documentation to prove they need entry, if a guard has any doubt about granting entry, then the
guard should call the business the person claims to be from to verify that the person is legitimate.
Only then is a non-employee let through the interior security door and into the museum, and then
he or she must be accompanied by a guard the entire time they are in the museum.
FACT STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
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As Deputy Security Chief, I was second in command of security at the museum for my first five
years, but I was promoted to Chief of Security when the then-current chief left in 2010, I think. I
held that position for 11 years until I resigned about a month after the heist that this case is all
about. I decided to retire for several reasons. First, Sydney and I could now afford it. I had a
small pension from the NYPD, and my investment in a cryptocurrency called FaithCoin recently
paid off. I bought 200 FaithCoins at $30 each maybe five years ago—about the time I was
promoted—after my son mentioned cryptocurrency to me during a call while he was on duty
overseas. I had been seriously considering cashing out in the months before the heist because the
price had gone up so much. But, after the heist, I didn’t need to consider it any further and sold
all of my holdings at $5,500 per coin. That was a nice payday of more than a million dollars, and
I suddenly realized that Sydney and I were rich! Second, Sydney and I both have family histories
of bad health: Alzheimer’s runs in Sydney’s family, and heart disease runs in mine. So we wanted
the slower pace that retirement could give. Finally, Sydney and I were deeply distressed and angry
that I was accused by Seascape, the museum’s insurance company, of having aided the heist. Even
though the museum and the Museum Director, Rosson Crow, backed up my innocence, I felt that
we couldn’t stay in the job or in this town any longer.
So, with no kids or grandkids to leave behind, Sydney and I plan to make the best of our final years
while we still can—and to get away from all these nasty accusations. As soon as this trial is over,
we plan to move some place completely new and exciting. We took a vacation to Val Verde
several years ago and loved the country. We haven’t finalized our decision yet, but Val Verde is
our number one choice. We believe we can live very well there on my police pension and the
profits from my cryptocurrency.
I decided to stay in Texoma and testify at this trial because I want to clear my name. I had
absolutely nothing to do with the museum robbery. I’m not going to let Seascape slander my name
and reputation just so they can get out of paying for the stolen art. I’ve been warned by the
museum’s lawyers that, by staying in Texoma, I risk being arrested for participating in the robbery.
I also understand that I have a Fifth Amendment right to not answer any questions about the
robbery, but, again, I’m innocent and have nothing to fear. I have consulted with my own separate
lawyer, I understand my rights and the risks, and I confirm I still want to testify in this statement
and at trial.
Turning to the night of the robbery, April 30 to May 1, 2021, I was on the night shift with Merritt
Mauzey, a new guard who had just finished our four-week training program. The night shift runs
from midnight to 8:00 a.m. I reported for duty at 11:30 p.m. and entered the exterior security door
after it confirmed my identity using the facial recognition software. I then proceeded through the
interior security door using the fingerprint scanner on that door, just like normal. Mauzey arrived
about five minutes later. We got a brief update from the two swing shift guards, and they exited
the museum together using one of their security badges.
Merritt and I then flipped a coin to see who would make the first of our hourly rounds. A “round”
entails walking through the museum floor, checking all the doors, and ensuring everything is where
it should be. We don’t go into the basement during the night shifts unless an alarm goes off from
one of the many motion sensors in the basement – and no alarm went off that night. While guards
can use their security badge to access the elevator from the Historical Sculptures room, only Crow
FACT STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
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has a key to the exterior freight door. You can see the locked door to the elevator on Exhibit 1 in
the Historical Sculptures room, which is the horizontal dotted line just under the second half of the
word “Basement.” A round takes about 25 to 30 minutes. Then, about an hour after the first guard
gets back, the second guard does a round. I had the first shift that night. So the rounds that night
before the robbery went like this: 12:15 to 12:45 a.m. – me; 1:45 to 2:15 a.m. – Merritt; 3:00 to
3:30 a.m. – me. I finished my 3:00 a.m. round and came back to the Security Room when we
heard the intercom buzz from the exterior security door. Mauzey and I checked the video monitor
for the camera that shows anyone standing in front of the exterior security door, and we saw what
looked like two policemen in Russellville P.D. uniforms.
Using the intercom at the security desk, I asked if they needed assistance. One policeman said a
fellow officer had just been shot nearby and they needed to see any video footage from the
museum’s exterior cameras to help them catch the suspect, who they said had just fled from the
scene. I told Mauzey to buzz the officers through the exterior door once I was in the interior
hallway so I could get more information. As I started towards the interior door, Mauzey said it
was against protocol to open the exterior security door for anyone other than museum employees.
Mauzey was wrong about that, but I didn’t have time to explain the protocol again, so I sternly
ordered Mauzey to open the exterior door. But Mauzey still refused my order. I was already in
the interior hallway by this point, so I used my security badge to let the cops in the exterior door.
I admit that I may have been pretty harsh when Mauzey objected to letting the “cops” through the
exterior security door. And I may have said something like I would get Mauzey fired if the door
wasn’t opened immediately, but I was pretty frantic to help catch a cop-shooter. Having been a
cop myself, I know that the best chance of catching a violent felon is very soon after the offense.
That chance gets more remote with the passage of time. You just can’t know what it is like when
a cop gets hurt in the line of duty. All us cops bleed blue, and we’re a family–even after you retire
from the force. But looking back, I shouldn’t have been that harsh with Mauzey, and I regret it.
I met the cops in the interior hallway and explained that we had to call the Museum Director before
opening the internal door for anyone other than museum employees. Right as I told the cops that,
one of the cops put his radio up to his ear and said something to the other cop about the suspect
being spotted near the museum. I heard their radio crackle with a voice but couldn’t hear what
was actually said over the radio. The cop with the radio then demanded that I open the door
immediately, and I put my palm on the fingerprint reader to open that door. They raced past me,
and I followed them quickly to the security desk. When we got there, the cops asked if anyone
else was in the museum that could help. I said no. They then drew their guns and announced:
“This is a robbery.”
I couldn’t fight back or resist because we don’t carry guns in the museum. Mauzey looked
extremely nervous; probably never had faced a loaded gun before. The cops, well robbers, both
put on gloves and then demanded we hand over our employee badges and our cellphones, which
we did. One of them crushed our cellphones on the floor with his police baton and then his foot—
the phones were in a thousand pieces. Then that robber got on our computer at the security desk
and was frantically typing, but I couldn’t see what he was doing. After a couple minutes, the
robber on the computer said something like, “the cloud has been wiped and disabled.” I know now
that they were deleting all the back-up files of the security cameras that were stored on our cloud
FACT STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
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server. I still have no idea how the robbers got into the cloud since it’s password protected and
even I don’t know that password. Maybe the robbers just hacked into it. After that, the robber
found the external hard drive that stored the original security camera files and smashed that to
pieces with his police baton. The second robber kept his gun on Mauzey and me this whole time.
I also have no idea how the robbers knew where to find that hard drive, which is stored in a cabinet
under the security desk and isn’t labeled. Mauzey whispered to me a couple of times, saying things
like “Foy…” But what was I going to do? I told Mauzey to just do what the robbers said and not
do anything stupid. The robber with the gun seethed something like, “Right, stupid people get
shot.”
Then the robbers pulled out some zip ties from their police belts, the super sturdy kind that police
officers use to detain subjects. One of them zip-tied Mauzey’s hands behind the back, then
Mauzey’s feet, and opened the office inside the Security Room using one of our badges. For
whatever reason, that’s the one named “Office 2” on the museum layout in Exhibit 1. They pushed
Mauzey into that office, and Mauzey fell to the floor. A robber then zip-tied Mauzey’s hands and
feet together behind Mauzey’s back, what you might call being hog-tied. Before they closed the
door, one of the robbers grabbed one of these big black folios that we sometimes use to carry
smaller artwork around before it gets put into one of our museum frames. The folio was about
three feet by five feet, has a handle and strap to carry it, and there are protective inserts in the folio
so you can carry up to five or six paintings at a time. The folio pictured in Exhibit 8 looks like
what the robbers took and presumably used to carry out the paintings. The robber that found the
folio said something like, “All right mate, I bloody told you we didn’t need our own.” The robbers
then led me across the hallway to the other office, Office 1 on Exhibit 1, and did the exact same
thing to me – hands, feet, tied together, and left me on the floor.
When they closed the office door, I assume they started to rob the place. I heard them go back
into the Security Room probably an hour later, but I never actually saw them after they locked me
in that room. I stayed there until about 7:30 a.m. when the morning shift guards found me tied up.
They had already found and untied Mauzey, and I was glad to see that Mauzey wasn’t hurt, at least
physically. Mauzey did seem very fazed though. One of the morning guards, Clay Crummey,
called the real police after they found us, and Detective Dockray showed up just after 8:00 a.m.
with several police officers and started an investigation.
The detective interviewed Mauzey and me separately and then let some EMTs check us out. I
asked if anyone had called Rosson Crow, and the other morning guard, Sophia Reid, said they had
to leave a message because Crow’s phone was going straight to voicemail. I then remembered
that Crow was flying back from Europe, and I told Detective Dockray that. An officer took down
our contact information and let everyone go home once we were cleared by the EMTs. I asked the
detective if they needed to search us before leaving, but the detective just laughed and said: “Not
unless you’ve got five paintings under your shirt or in your pants.” I laughed back, but Mauzey
just silently walked out the back door. Probably still shook up. Poor kid.
I went home and told Sydney everything that happened. Sydney was just happy that I wasn’t hurt.
We were watching TV when Detective Dockray rang the doorbell. It was probably about 3:15 in
the afternoon, and a few other officers were there too. The detective said they needed to search
my house, my car, basically everywhere – just to be thorough in their investigation. I told them
FACT STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
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they could search whatever they wanted, and I gave them permission to take my laptop for analysis.
After about an hour, Detective Dockray thanked me for my cooperation, and everyone left. They
didn’t find anything – I had nothing to do with the robbery.
I got a call from Crow the next morning about 9:00 a.m. Crow needed me to come back to the
museum to speak to some insurance investigator. I was a bit shocked the insurance company had
their own investigator, and that the person was already at the museum, but I agreed and drove up
to the museum right away. I spoke to the investigator, René Rousseaux, for about an hour and
gave basically the same information I gave to the detective. I didn’t know what to make of
Rousseaux at the time—the questions seemed normal, but I couldn’t help feel like Rousseaux
thought I had something to do with the robbery, which made no sense. Just the way Rousseaux
looked at me and the undertone behind the questions being asked, including asking me three times
to answer the same question.
Well, it turns out my instincts were right—Crow told me about a week later that Seascape had
denied the museum’s claim because they thought I somehow participated in the robbery. I denied
any involvement whatsoever with the robbery, and Crow believed me. I guess that’s why we’re
here at this trial. Seascape just doesn’t want to pay. Sounds like every insurance company you’ve
ever heard of, right?
I agreed to turn my bank records over because, again, I’ve got nothing to hide. The museum
lawyers have showed me a stipulation in this case where both sides have agreed my bank records
show a deposit of $1,089,000 into my savings account on May 3, 2021. That money was the
proceeds of the sale of my cryptocurrency less a 1% transaction fee, and it was confirmed by my
bank. Anyone with a bank account knows that any time you have a deposit that large, banks start
asking questions. I don’t have any kind of record of the sale from the cryptocurrency exchange I
used to buy and sell the FaithCoins, which was called Coin Platform, because it shut down about
a week after I cashed out. I’m not sure why. I guess that’s why it is called “crypto” currency.
But, in any event, my bank investigated the large deposit into my account for maybe a week or
two but was satisfied with where the money came and I have full access to it.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

33
34
35
36
37

Ealy Foy

EALY FOY

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY on this the 15th

FACT STATEMENT OF EALY FOY

day of June 2021.
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF EALY FOY
I admit that letting the “police” into the museum that night was against our security protocols—
because I didn’t call Rosson Crow before opening the interior security door. Nevertheless, under
the circumstances as I believed them to be that night, I thought it was the right thing to do. I
believed a murder suspect was on the loose, and if we took the time to call Crow for permission to
let them in, the chance of catching the suspect might be lost. Security protocols simply can’t
account for every emergency. Plus, if you think about it, we wouldn’t have been able to talk to
Crow who was on an airplane at the time. I know Crow agrees with me because I was never
reprimanded or disciplined in any way for doing it.
In preparing for this trial, I’ve seen the log of the museum doors in Exhibit 4 that the police were
able to extract from the damaged external hard drive, and now I do remember the crooks opening
the door to Office 1, where they had me tied up, at some point during the robbery. So that’s the
explanation for the log showing the door to Office 1 was opened about 4:50 a.m. I guess they
wanted to make sure I hadn’t gotten out of the zip-ties or something. And, yes, it shows it was my
badge that opened that door, but again we handed over both of our badges when the robbers drew
their guns. You can see they used Mauzey’s badge to get out of the security doors on their way
out of the museum.
I read that Mauzey says I didn’t have big bruises or swelling on my wrists like Mauzey did. Maybe
Mauzey tried to struggle and that’s why bruises showed up on Mauzey’s wrists, but I didn’t
struggle because I know how strong police-grade zip-ties are. You aren’t getting out of those.
Plus I wear a watch with a pretty thick band, and I assume the watch band also prevented me from
getting big bruises on my wrist. I did have some red marks though from the zip-ties, and any
suggestion I wasn’t tied up is false – Mauzey admits that they all saw me tied up when the morning
guards found me in the office. Mauzey is also wrong that I didn’t tell the cops we had to call the
Museum Director before opening the interior door. I absolutely told them that.
I saw that Crow said I was in the room when Crow updated the password to the cloud server during
our most recent security update. Yes, I was in the room, but I didn’t see Crow type in the new
password, which I understand is really long and I’ve never known that password. I also read that
Crow says that I recommended against asking for increased police patrols when we got a warning
from the police department that their “intelligence” indicated that the “word on the street” was that
some sort of bank or museum or jewelry robbery might take place. I remember it a bit differently—
that we came to that decision together, but I’m not sure there’s much difference there. I’ve seen
Exhibit 5, which I’ve been told was the police notice about the potential robbery, but I had not
seen it before the heist. I did tell Crow that I thought asking the police to step up patrols around
the museum was not a good idea. It’s like crying “Wolf!” too many times. Those kind of
intelligence reports are usually worthless. We’ve gotten dozens of them over the last 10 years, all
similar to Exhibit 5, and nothing has ever happened. Just think about it: if we asked for police
assistance too often, they’d stop taking us seriously. But I guess this time the warning was legit.
Those robbers were real professionals. They were very clever, very quick, and nobody got hurt.
Real pros. I’m really embarrassed that they fooled me.
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I read in someone’s statement—I can’t recall now—that Val Verde does not have an extradition
treaty with the United States. I was not aware of that until now, and why would I? What I do
know is that I am looking forward to testifying and clearing my name. This has been a real ordeal
for me and Sydney, and we can’t wait to move to Val Verde permanently once this case is over.
As I said in my original statement, the crooks destroyed both of our cell phones, but I have learned
the police didn’t find any texts or calls from my phone after talking to the phone company, which
is true. I didn’t call or text anyone during that shift, and certainly not the robbers. I’ve also had a
chance to review the forensics report in Exhibit 10, which is the type of reports I regularly reviewed
during my time with the NYPD. You can also see in Exhibit 10 that the forensic labs found my
fingerprints on Mauzey’s security badge, which makes sense because Mauzey handed it to me and
then I handed both badges to one of the robbers. I’m not shocked the forensics lab didn’t find any
fingerprints of the robbers anywhere in the museum because they wore gloves.
The police searched my house, car, and garage two more times during the week after the robbery.
They did not find any evidence incriminating me, and they never will—I had nothing to do with
the heist. Exhibit 10 also shows that nothing incriminating was found on my personal laptop. The
only thing I wish the forensics lab could have figured out is how the robbers got into the museum’s
cloud server. It still baffles me that they were able to delete the back-up security videos when no
one but Crow knew that password.
Lastly, I’ve seen the investigation notes from René Rousseaux in Exhibit 7, and those make it clear
that Seascape had already made up its mind that someone at the museum was involved in the
robbery before interviewing a single witness or inspecting the museum. Rousseaux did not even
try to interview Melissa Roberts, the guard that Crow fired and that Mauzey replaced. Even though
we delete a guard’s biometric information (that is, their face and fingerprints) from the security
system when they no longer work at the museum, Melissa certainly would have known about our
security protocols and could have disclosed those to the robbers. And Melissa was very angry
with Crow when she was fired. Any of the employee from Rexford Solutions, the company that
serviced our security system about a month before the robbery, would’ve known about our security
protocols too. Melissa and the Rexford employees also would have known the location of the hard
drive. Why wouldn’t Rousseaux interview those people? Simple – it may have shown one of
them was in on the robbery, and that would torpedo their fake reason for denying the museum’s
insurance claim. Also, the notes from my interview with Rousseaux are misleading – yes,
Rousseaux asked me twice to explain how the robbery took place, and yes I described it the same
way each time. That automatically means it’s rehearsed? Of course not. After all, my recollection
to Rousseaux was the same as I told Detective Dockray in the hours after it just happened. There
is truth in consistency, and consistency in truth.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.
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SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on this the first day of trial.
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FACT STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
Bonjour, my name is Rosson Crow! Comment allez-vous? That’s just asking how you’re doing in
beautiful French. As for moi, I’m doing quite well, all things considered! I am 31 years old, and
I have the honor of working as the Museum Director for Musée d’Orso, the preeminent art museum
in the Little Paris neighborhood in Russellville, Texoma. I am the museum’s representative for
this trial. I currently live in Russellville with my spouse and our two-year-old daughter, Suzette.
I know what you might be thinking: I’m pretty young to be the director of a beautiful museum like
Musée d’Orso, but I’ve always been ahead of the game, especially when it comes to everything
French. French food—I briefly studied at Le Cordon Bleu. French fashion—I never miss Fashion
Week in Paris. And most importantly, French art. While I was born and raised in Texoma, I hope
to move my family to Paris at some point in the future to work in one of the amazing museums
there.
I enrolled at a cooking school called Le Cordon Bleu after high school, but I suppose I just couldn’t
handle the heat of the kitchen. I can make a killer beef bourguignon at home, but the stress of a
big restaurant kitchen gave me incredible anxiety. Even watching those cooking competition
shows on TV makes me nervous. So I dropped out after a couple months and was accepted to
Texoma University the following semester. I graduated with a degree in Art History four years
later in 2012. When I graduated, I applied to tons of museums in New York, London, and Paris,
but it turns out you need a lot of experience to work at one of those places. So I looked here at
home and was thrilled to be offered a curator position at Musée d’Orso. A curator is basically
someone who oversees the selection of art to be shown in one or more collections at a museum. I
started as the curator of the 17th Century Collection, which was perfect for me given my French
art background and interest in the Baroque period. The Baroque style is all about movement,
grandeur, and awe-inspiring detail such as the works of Jules Hardouin Mansart and Robert de
Cotte. If you’ve never had a chance to see Baroque artwork, you absolutely must!
I must’ve done a pretty great job because I was promoted to Museum Director just a few years
later in 2017 when I was 28. With my new position, I had a vision to make Musée d’Orso just as
respected as the famous art museums in Paris. I endeavored to procure as many valuable pieces
from well-known artists as I could for our museum’s collection, and we even secured some
incredible pieces from the likes of Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse. I also constantly tried to find
ways to boost Musée d’Orso’s profile, both locally and nationally, to encourage more visitors. If
I’m being honest, when I first became Museum Director, the museum was in a bit of financial
trouble and had chronically low attendance. Even so, I managed to line up a few small donors to
keep us afloat while I instituted some changes. Donors expect something in return, of course, and
that’s why you see the “Taylor Atrium” at the museum entrance – in appreciate for the donations
from the Oklahoma socialite Britan Taylor. To boost attendance, I planned several events centered
around French art and culture. While I had some success with a French wine and art series called
Vin d’Art in 2019, attendance was still not where I (or the museum owner) wanted it to be. We
weren’t on the verge of bankruptcy or anything, but I knew we needed something big to turn things
around at Musée d’Orso.
To this day, I am still surprised the robbery happened at all since our security measures are very
stringent and near state-of-the-art. Pun intended! There are three security shifts to make sure the
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museum is always protected: a day shift from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., a swing shift from 4:00 pm.
to midnight, and a night shift from midnight to 8:00 a.m. I set the schedule for our museum guards.
We have four to five docents that serve as guides during the day and ensure guests remain an
appropriate distance from the artworks while two security guards on the day shift ensure the safety
of the museum and visitors. The swing shift helps handle any art deliveries that come through the
freight door or movement of any artwork to and from the basement where we store the artwork
that is not on display. I am the only one that can open the freight door, so I’m at the museum fairly
late any time we are moving artwork, but our security guards can use their security badges to
access the elevator from the Historical Sculptures room. However, guards don’t go into the
basement at night unless an alarm goes off from one of our many motion detectors in the basement.
And, of course, we have security guards at night to monitor the museum in addition to numerous
security cameras inside and outside the museum. The museum is open to the public from 9:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. every day, except Sunday and major holidays. After hours, the only way into the
museum is through the freight door (which, as I said, I am the only one with a key) or the Security
Entrance, both of which are in the north-east corner of the museum. You can see them in the top
righthand corner of Exhibit 1, which is an accurate layout of the first floor of the museum. The
only other floor is the basement. To better explain the museum layout in Exhibit 1, all of the areas
with dotted black lines are locked doors that either require a security badge, authorization from the
security desk, or will open using facial recognition or fingerprints. But any door that requires a
key, authorization, or face/fingerprints is logged in our system every time it opens and how it
opens—i.e. from a certain security badge, from the security desk, etc. In fact, you can see the
museum door log for the night of the robbery in Exhibit 4, which the police—the real police—
were fortunately able to extract from the damaged security equipment. The door log does not show
you from what side someone unlocked a secured door, but you can usually figure it out.
Every guard at the museum receives thorough training on the protocol for opening the exterior and
interior security doors for non-employees. The exterior security door can only be opened for an
emergency, like letting in EMTs if someone was sick or injured after hours. However, a guard has
to get direct authorization from me, either in person or over the phone, before they open the interior
security door for anyone other than a museum guard or employee. These security measures were
all put into place shortly after I became Museum Director, most of which were recommended to
me by Ealy Foy, our Chief of Security and former NYPD police officer. Based on that advice, I
hired one of the best security companies in the country, Rexford Solutions, to install our security
system. Everything was state of the art. The system itself cost more than $100,000 and was
complete in late 2017 or early 2018.
There have been several updates to the security system to ensure there are no vulnerabilities and
to stay current on any software. The last update was on March 28, 2021. Two employees from
Rexford Solutions came out that day, which was picked because we were closed, and checked the
security desk, the external hard drive that stored copies of the video files, our cloud server that
stored back-up copies of the video files, and all the locking mechanisms on our secured doors to
ensure everything was in working order. And everything was. They also had me change the
password to the cloud for extra precaution even though I’m the only one who knows that password.
I believe it’s best to use the same company that installed the security system since they already
know everything about the system and can fully access it. Foy was present during the upgrade and
FACT STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
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when I updated the password, but it was a really long password and Foy wasn’t standing behind
me when I changed it. There’s just no way Foy somehow memorized that password.
I assure you that I take our security protocols very, very seriously. In fact, I fired a long-time
museum guard in mid-March 2021 because she (her name was Melissa Roberts) let a delivery
person through the exterior and interior security doors without getting any authorization from me.
It was a Sunday, I remember, because the museum was closed and I was waiting on an appraisal
of a piece of art we wanted to acquire, which we paid extra for Sunday delivery. There was no
need to let the delivery person into the Security Room since Melissa should have just taken the
package from the interior hallway and let the delivery person out the exterior door. The utter
disregard for the protocol was grounds for immediate termination, and I terminated Melissa
minutes after I found about it from Sophia Reid – who was working the same shift. Melissa threw
a huge fit when I fired her, claiming other guards had violated the same protocol, but I had no
reports of anything like that. Melissa had worked at the museum for about 18 months and was
intimately familiar with the museum’s security system, as all of our guards are. In fact, now that
I think about it, I actually hired Merritt Mauzey in late March 2021 to replace Melissa, so that is
how Mauzey came to work at the museum. When I fired Melissa, I confiscated her security badge
and deleted her biometrics from our security system.
I was visiting some colleagues in Europe to try and obtain a few pieces of 18th Century American
artwork, and I was on a flight back to the U.S. on April 30, 2021. Well, actually it was an overnight
flight, and I had a layover in New York City. We landed in NYC just after 10:00 a.m. local time
on May 1, 2021—which was just after 9:00 a.m. Texoma time. As soon as we landed and I turned
my phone off airplane mode, I saw a bunch of messages and learned the museum had been robbed!
I was in shock listening to the messages as I was leaving the airplane—two from Sophia Reid and
one from a detective. I returned a call to Detective Dockray, who was at the museum and handling
the investigation, and I said I would be back at the museum that night as soon as my flight from
NYC to Texoma landed, at approximately 9:00 p.m. I had several hours until that flight took off,
so I called the museum owner and then consulted with our attorney who put together a letter for
us to send to our insurance company, Seascape, to officially file an insurance claim.
You see, the museum had an insurance policy with Seascape that protected us from any loss due
to theft or a robbery, and we had to file a claim within 24 hours of a theft. That policy is Exhibit
2, and it was the policy in place at the time of the robbery. Having an insurance policy against
theft was necessary since we have over 10,000 paintings, sculptures, texts/maps, and ceramics at
Musée d’Orso valued somewhere close to $1 billion. But that’s not the only insurance we had –
there was also insurance against loss or damage due to fire, water, and natural disasters that we
had with different insurance companies. I approved the letter while I was still in NYC, and it was
sent to Seascape immediately.
The flight to Texoma took off about 4:00 p.m. New York time, and I landed in Texoma about 8:15
p.m. local time and headed straight to baggage claim. I was on the phone with the museum owner
giving him another update when someone tapped me on the shoulder and said their name was René
Rousseaux. René said they were an investigator for Seascape and had been sent to Texoma to
investigate the robbery and our insurance claim. René then asked if I could give them a ride to the
museum, which I agreed to do so that René didn’t have to hail a cab. It was about a 30-minute
FACT STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
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drive from the Texoma airport to the museum, and I asked René what they knew about the robbery,
but René kept pivoting the questions back to me and asking what I knew. I kept saying I only
knew what the police had told me, and René curiously kept evading my questions about what the
insurance company knew while writing a bunch of stuff down on a notepad. It was odd.
René and I arrived at the museum just after 9:15 p.m. that day, still May 1, 2021. I put my face
near the facial recognition device on the exterior security door, and I heard the click of the door
unlocking like I usually do. René followed me in and then through the interior security door after
it read my fingerprints. We walked straight into the Security Room where we met Detective
Dockray, but I needed to confirm what had been stolen so I rushed to the Still Life Collection. I
was distraught to find that five of our most important art pieces were gone. It’s hard to even list
them here, but they were: Le pigeon aux petits pois (Pigeon with Peas) by Pablo Picasso, La
Pastorale by Henri Matisse, L’Olivier près de l’Estaque (Olive Tree near L’Estaque) by Georges
Braque, La Femme à l’Èventail (Woman with a Fan) by Amedeo Modigliani, and Nature Morte
aux Chandeliers (Still Life with Candlestick) by Fernand Leger. Pictures of what those pieces
looked like, and their dimensions, are in Exhibit 3 – that’s something I put together for this trial so
everyone knows what those pieces look like.
I returned to the Security Room, tried to hold back my tears, and asked the detective about the
security camera files that should have captured the culprits. The detective said the hard drive with
the video recordings had been smashed to pieces, but the hard drive would be sent to a forensics
team in case something could be extracted. I said that wouldn’t be necessary since our system
stored copies of all the video files on our remote cloud server. But, when I logged into the cloud
using the computer at the security desk, I was horrified to see that the cloud had been wiped and
disabled from saving any further video files. I have no idea how someone was able to hack into
our cloud server. I’m the only one who has the password, and it’s about 25 characters long. And
I don’t know how the robbers knew where the hard drive was located or that it stored the original
video files. But all of our guards would know where the hard drive was located.
I was then interviewed by Detective Dockray and René, which they did together. I answered every
question I could, but I just didn’t know much since I had been out of town when the robbery took
place. I was sure to mention that I had fired a museum guard fairly recently, that Ms. Roberts was
extremely angry after being fired, and that Ms. Roberts had worked at the museum for quite some
time and would know our security protocols. René asked a question that seemed to suggest we
hadn’t kept our security up to date, but I explained our system had just recently received a thorough
inspection and upgrade. Detective Dockray then suggested that we check with the security
company to see if they could find any evidence that our security system or the cloud had been
hacked, and I said I would do that. Finally, the detective noted they had interviewed the two guards
working that night, Ealy Foy and Merritt Mauzey, and that the police had searched their homes,
cars, and garages – but no evidence had been found to indicate they were involved in the robbery.
Of course they had nothing to do with it! Foy is our best security officer, and Mauzey was still
basically in training.
After that short interview, Detective Dockray went back to the police station and said they would
follow up with me in the morning on any developments. René asked if I could call Foy and Mauzey
back to the museum to be interviewed. I said I was exhausted from the jet lag but could make the
FACT STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
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call in the morning, and René agreed to meet me back at the museum at 8:30 a.m. René wanted to
walk through the museum and look around, and I agreed since police officers were watching the
museum and could escort René around. I did think it was odd René wanted to perform an
investigation when the police had already done that earlier in the day, and sooner in time after the
robbery had been discovered. But I was ready to crash after the flight and everything else that
happened that day.
The next morning, May 2, I met René outside the exterior security door around 8:15 a.m. and got
us both inside. I had a short conversation with René and then phoned Foy and Mauzey to ask them
to come back to the museum for an interview with our insurance company. Foy agreed to come
in quickly, but Mauzey kept saying it was too stressful and difficult to re-live everything. I told
Mauzey that I’d give them the week off to recuperate—with pay—after being interviewed by René,
and that seemed to convince Mauzey to come back in.
Foy arrived first around 9:30 a.m. and spoke to René for probably an hour in the room noted as
“Office 2” on the museum map in Exhibit 1. I wasn’t allowed to listen in, but nothing seemed to
have come out of it because I asked Foy how it went and Foy just gave me a shoulder shrug. Foy
said I could call if we needed anything else, and I told Foy to take a week off to recover from the
stress of the robbery. Foy thanked me and left. Mauzey arrived not long after that and was also
interviewed by René outside of my presence in Office 2. When Mauzey came back out, I tried to
ask Mauzey how the interview went, but Mauzey just said “Goodbye Crow” and walked straight
out of the museum. René then asked me a few more questions, something about Foy’s record as
a guard and status as Chief of Security. I answered the questions honestly but couldn’t see how
they were relevant to finding the robbers or processing our insurance claim.
Because Detective Dockray suggested that the museum’s security system may have been hacked
and allowed the robbers to access our password-protected cloud server, I asked our security
company (Rexford Solutions) to check if there was any evidence of someone hacking into our
system. Rexford Solutions performed a thorough analysis and review of our system and found no
evidence of any hack, but they pointed out that the best hackers in the world are notorious for
leaving no trace of a hack. So it’s basically inconclusive whether we were hacked or not. Rexford
Solutions also denied that the administrative password that some of their employees have access
to was used at any point after the security update in late March 2021. Unfortunately, when
Detective Dockray sent the computer to the FBI’s forensic lab, they also could not determine how
the thieves accessed the cloud. So it’s possible someone at Rexford Solutions may have assisted
the thieves, or one of the thieves was just a really good hacker. They were professionals after all.
René stayed in Texoma for almost a week and visited the museum every day to just look around.
René wouldn’t really ask questions or speak at all during this time, just studying the museum and
taking notes on that notepad. Frankly, I was thrilled when René said they were headed back to
New York on May 5 and would contact us soon about our insurance claim. I spoke to Detective
Dockray sometime after that, probably May 7 or 8, and the detective said the police had concluded
the robbers were professional art thieves and there was no evidence any museum employee had
anything to do with the robbery. That all made sense to me, but then on May 10, René called to
say Seascape was denying our insurance claim! I couldn’t believe it! They actually were
convinced that Ealy Foy participated in the robbery, like some inside job you’d see in a heist
FACT STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
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movie, which was ludicrous! Seascape’s position is just a wild conspiracy theory simply to deny
us our insurance claim – a policy we’ve paid on time every month since I became the Museum
Director. The five pieces that were taken are valued at $110 million, which is just slightly more
than our policy coverage limit of $100 million, yet Seascape doesn’t want to pay us a dime.
Foy has worked at Musée d’Orso for years and knows the museum almost as well as I do. Foy
was cleared of any wrongdoing by the police, plain and simple. Yes, I admit that opening the
interior door for the fake cops was against protocol, but I can understand why it happened. Who
wouldn’t try to help the police catch a suspect who shot a cop? Foy is as upstanding a citizen as
they come and is one of the museum’s finest employees. Foy has a spotless record during a long
employment with Musée d’Orso and would never do anything to harm the museum. Foy loves
Musée d’Orso just as much as I do. I can guarantee to you that Foy had nothing to do with this
robbery. Honestly, Foy was the only member of our security team who actually showed any
appreciation for the museum and the wonderful pieces it holds.
Yes, we had received a notice about a potential robbery from the local police department a couple
weeks prior, and I can confirm a copy of that notice is Exhibit 5. But I felt supremely confident
that our security team was ready for any threat – as they always are. After they denied our
insurance claim, I kept demanding an explanation from Seascape, but all René kept saying was
Foy was involved (without any direct evidence!) and that we didn’t do enough to secure the
museum. But I’m not sure what more we could have done. I think our security would rival some
of the finest museums in the world, and a mere threat of a robbery should not have required us to
take further steps beyond the already stringent measures we had in place. I even discussed the
threat with Foy who said that no additional security measures were necessary given how strong
our security was and the lack of any robbery attempts in the past. I had no reason to disagree with
Foy on that. Sometimes, you can go above and beyond with security and still fail to prevent the
unthinkable. And that’s exactly what happened here.
Unfortunately, I’ve had to hire basically a whole new staff of security guards since the robbery.
Foy and Mauzey both resigned shortly after the robbery, and I can’t really blame them considering
everything they were put through. Clay Crummey and Sophia Reid, the morning guards who
discovered the robbery, also quit shortly after the robbery. Neither of them left a forwarding
address, and I haven’t heard from either of them since they left the museum. I even have Sophia’s
last paycheck that she never picked up. Finally, Fred Gwynne – who you see on the first couple
entries of Exhibit 4 – was also one of our security guards, but Fred sadly passed away a few months
ago after a really bad car crash. After consulting with the museum owner and our lawyers, we
decided to file this lawsuit against Seascape for breaching our insurance Policy by refusing to pay
our insurance claim.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.
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SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY on this the 15th
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF ROSSON CROW
I learned at some point that the thieves took one of our big folios from Office 2. Maybe someone
told me that at the time, but a $300 folio is nothing compared to over $100 million in priceless art.
We probably have three or four other folios scattered around the museum, in the offices or in the
basement, so I’m not surprised one was in Office 2. In case you’re not familiar with what an art
folio looks like, Exhibit 8 has a picture of one that looks basically identical to the one the robbers
took with them. You would find folios like that in pretty much any museum. They make it easier
to transport artwork around the size of the stolen paintings, but it wouldn’t have been impossible
for the thieves to have just carried out the paintings. They’d just have to be careful not to let them
rub up against each other because that could damage them.
I’ve read all the other witness statements in this case, and I still firmly believe Ealy Foy had
absolutely nothing to do with the robbery at Musée d’Orso. René Rousseaux and Seascape have
concocted this “inside job” theory solely to avoid paying us $100 million that they promised to
pay if we were robbed. You pay the policy premium every month for years and when something
finally does happen that should be covered by insurance, the insurance company makes up an
excuse to avoid paying. Typical insurance company, right? What a racket.
And don’t get me started about Seascape’s supposed “expert” Remington Stolle, a former art thief
who gets a bonus if Seascape doesn’t have to pay us under our insurance policy. So instead of
sneaking into a museum to steal, Stolle now waltzes into court to steal. Once a thief, always a
thief if you ask me. René also gets a bonus if we lose—a HUGE bonus—how is that even legal?
René and Remington both have a financial reason to lie and should be ashamed of themselves.
I will admit this robbery had an unexpected positive impact: attendance has gone way up since the
robbery, and we’ve received some additional donors who want to see the museum succeed. Even
with that moderate increase in attendance, the museum has still been significantly damaged by
Seascape’s wrongful decision to deny our insurance claim and refusal to pay us the $100 million
to compensate us for the loss of our stolen artwork.
Since the thieves left behind the frames of the stolen paintings, we decided to hang up the empty
frames where the paintings used to be – sort of as a symbolic display of the missing collection.
Our events at the museum have also been a huge success since we re-opened after the robbery. For
example, Noir en Blanc was full of joie de vivre and has been our most successful museum event
to date. That event was initially scheduled for the week after the robbery, but we decided to
postpone the event so we could make adjustments to our security protocols.
After the robbery, we adopted some new protocols including saving copies of our security video
files off-site. Also, in circumstances where a first responder, like police or the fire department,
demands entry into the museum, the guards must call the police or fire department to confirm the
person(s) demanding entry are legitimate before letting them into the museum. The only exception
is if the guards themselves place an emergency call, like if there is an active fire in the museum or
someone is injured and needs assistance, then the guards can let the first responders in the museum
immediately because we wouldn’t want to waste any time if life or property is at risk.
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After Seascape denied our claim and said they believed Foy was involved in the robbery, I called
Foy to explain the situation. Foy was understandably very upset and reiterated having nothing to
do with the robbery. I believed Foy then, and I believe Foy now.
Finally, after providing my initial statement, I’ve had a chance to read the notes from René
Rousseaux in Exhibit 7 – and I don’t know where to begin with all the inaccuracies in those notes.
Maybe René just made a lot of mistakes in those notes, but I suspect René knew those notes would
be important at trial and was trying to manufacture a narrative using some self-serving
misstatements. For example, I was not defensive when I was driving René from the airport to the
museum. What did I have to be defensive about? And what museum director wouldn’t be “overly
concerned” when $100 million worth of paintings is stolen from your museum? It’s clear to me
that Seascape never intended to pay us under our insurance contract.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.
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ROSSON CROW

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of trial.
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FACT STATEMENT OF TRACY DOCKRAY
My name is Detective Tracy Dockray, and I am the lead police investigator for the Russellville
Police Department in Russellville, Texoma. I have held that position for about a year now. I am
31 years old and grew up in the small town of Farmville, Texoma, population 500. Growing up, I
always knew I wanted to be a police officer since my father was the town police chief.
I attended Farmville High School and graduated with a class of 15 in 2008. After graduation, I
applied to the police academy in Farmville; however, I was too young to join at the time. So, I
decided to attend community college in a nearby town. After two years, I was able to get an
associate’s degree in Criminal Justice and then re-applied to the police academy in Farmville. I
got in on my first try too! I think the hardest part for me was the physical readiness test. Having
to run 1.5 miles in under 20 minutes and bench pressing 56% of my body weight was no joke. I
nearly passed out but I ultimately made it through. The police academy consisted of 1,431 hours
of instruction and lasted about 36 weeks. The courses ranged from security awareness training to
professional policing to traffic collision and investigations. Let’s just say it was a very rigorous
training program, but I ended up graduating from the police academy with top marks! I was then
offered a job with the Farmville Police Department, the same department my dad had been in
charge of before he retired.
Initially, working at the Farmville P.D. was a dream come true. At first, I was only given
administrative jobs and was not allowed to leave the police station. But that was okay. I made the
best of it and enjoyed answering phone calls and scanning important documents. I was then
promoted to working traffic and issuing parking tickets. This was probably my least favorite
position, since I knew most people in Farmville and having to give them traffic tickets was always
quite awkward. Quite frankly, in a small town, you’re kind of expected to let your neighbors off
with a warning, especially if the person you’re stopping is your mom’s best friend. That got old
rather quickly, and I realized that, if I was going to grow in my career, I needed to move out of
Farmville. I started looking for jobs in nearby towns and, after months of searching, finally saw a
job opening with the Russellville P.D. I applied instantly. It was much harder to get into the
Russellville P.D. I had to coordinate with a Police Recruiter and come in for multiple interviews
and tests. I got the job in 2019, starting as a patrol officer and then was promoted to lead
investigator in 2020 when two other detectives retired.
I would say the vast majority of my work now consists of arrests, warrants, witness interviews,
and investigating felonies like theft and robbery. Russellville has been a great fit for me. I enjoy
the people and the city. I especially enjoy Musée d’Orso. On the weekends when I’m not working,
I’ll walk down the promenade in the Little Paris neighborhood and stop by the local patisserie for
croissants and a café au lait. I’ll then go to Musée d’Orso and aimlessly view the exhibits all
afternoon. Being a frequent patron, I’m very familiar with the museum and its art collection. I’ve
seen the museum layout in Exhibit 1, and it is very accurate in my opinion. I know some of the
staff there including the Museum Director, Rosson Crow, and I am familiar with their security
system, which is certainly state of the art.
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When I started at Russellville P.D., I learned about several threats against local businesses that the
department had learned about over the years regarding potential robberies. I was told they were
all investigated but none of those threats ever turned into a robbery. The first threat I heard of after
taking the job in Russellville was in mid-April 2021, and it caused me to notify the museum and
other local businesses of the intelligence report. That was the protocol, and a copy of that threat
alert is in Exhibit 5. The museum didn’t ask us to do anything after receiving the report. We issue
alerts threats like Exhibit 5 every now and then, not just for the museum but other types of
businesses. Some ask for help, and some don’t. Looking back, I do wish we had taken that threat
more seriously and stepped up patrols in the area on our own. But there was no way to know that
this one threat would actually materialize since nothing had ever happened in the past.
That’s why on the morning of May 1, 2021, I was shocked to hear that Musée d’Orso had been
robbed. I arrived at the police station at 7:00 a.m. like usual, and I received the call from a museum
security guard a few minutes after 8:00 a.m. The guard, Sofia Reid, was frantic and told me that
they had found one of the night guards’ security badge outside the museum near the exterior door
and then found both night guards tied up inside. Ms. Reid stated it appeared there had been a
robbery. I grabbed my gear and drove quickly to the museum, arriving at 8:19 a.m. according to
my investigation notes in Exhibit 6. On the way, I called in additional officers to help secure the
scene as well as some EMTs in case any of the guards had been injured.
Ms. Reid met me at the exterior security door and escorted me through the interior security door
and into the Security Room. I instantly assessed the scene in the Security Room. There were
metal and plastic pieces all over the floor near the security desk, and I collected all the pieces into
evidence bags for processing. I also received Merritt Mauzey’s security badge from Ms. Reid and
found Ealy Foy’s security badge on the security desk, both of which I bagged for evidence. I asked
where the security camera footage was stored, and Foy said a hard drive and pointed to the
evidence bag containing the pieces I had collected. The other night guard, Merritt Mauzey, stated
that their cellphones had also been destroyed and were part of the pieces as well. About this time,
other police officers arrived to provide support, and I instructed one of them to take the evidence
bags to our forensics department to see if they could get any data from it.
I decided to interview all the guards separately while the event was still fresh in their minds, and I
started with the night guards, Mauzey and Foy. I first spoke to Foy, who was in good spirits all
things considered. I had a hunch that Foy was a former police officer, and Foy confirmed that
when asked. I think we had an understanding as fellow police officers, and the interview went
pretty smoothly. Foy explained they heard the intercom buzz about 3:30 a.m. and saw police
officers, or what looked like police officers in Russellville P.D. uniforms, outside the exterior
security door. Foy talked to the officers and learned they were looking for a police shooting
suspect. Foy then opened the exterior security door and met the officers in the interior hallway.
At some point, one of the fake police officers apparently heard something over the radio and
demanded entry because another officer had spotted the suspect and they needed to check the
exterior camera files. Foy opened the interior door using the fingerprint reader, which I can
understand. Foy was utterly shocked when the officers pulled out their guns and shouted: “This is
a robbery.” I could tell that Foy seemed disappointed in the fact that robbery happened, an
expected reaction for a seasoned police officer, but I promised we would get to the bottom of it.
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I next spoke to Merritt Mauzey who was much younger than Foy and was pretty scatterbrained
after the ordeal, but gave generally the same story as Foy. Mauzey claims to have resisted opening
the exterior security door when Foy demanded it be opened. Mauzey said Foy made some sort of
threat, like getting Mauzey fired, before Foy opened the exterior security door with Foy’s security
badge. When I asked about the police hearing something over the radio, Mauzey claimed to have
been listening to the conversation in the hallway through the intercom—but claimed to have not
heard anything on any radio. Mauzey noted that the robbers had taken both of their security badges
before locking them in the offices evidently so neither one could escape. Mauzey explained you
need a security badge to get in and out of any locked room like the Security Room or both offices.
Finally, Mauzey said something about the robbers taking a black art folio from Office 2 after
putting Mauzey in zip-ties, and that one of the robbers called the other one “mate.” I noted that
statement in my investigation notes because it suggested the robbers may have been British or
Australian since that isn’t a common phrase that I hear in Texoma.
I spoke to the two morning guards, Clay Crummey and Sofia Reid, and took down their statements,
which you can see as part of my investigation notes in Exhibit 6. They didn’t have much to say
other than they arrived to find the night guards tied up, and that’s when they called the police. At
some point about this time, Foy asked if anyone had contacted Rosson Crow, the Museum Director.
Ms. Reid said they had called but had to leave messages because it went straight to voicemail. Foy
then said something about Crow flying back from Europe.
I called Crow and left a message, and Crow called me back about 9:15 a.m. Crow asked what had
been stolen, but I had not checked out the museum by that point. I had the EMTs check out Foy
and Mauzey while I inspected the museum. The only place where artwork seemed to have been
taken was from the Still Life Collection. Frames for five pieces of artwork were on the floor of
that room along with a bunch of screws, and I determined the following paintings had been stolen
based on the descriptions on the wall where the missing paintings had been taken: Pigeon with
Peas by Pablo Picasso, La Pastorale by Henri Matisse, Olive Tree near L’Estaque by Georges
Braque, Woman with a Fan by Amedeo Modigliani, and Still Life with Candlestick by Fernand
Leger. I was heartbroken – they were some of my favorite pieces at the museum – but I was also
ready to solve this crime.
After they were cleared by the EMTs, I told all the guards they could go home so we could further
process the scene and because the museum would obviously be closed for a while. I took down
their contact information in case we needed to follow up. Before they left, Foy said: “Aren’t you
going to search us just to be sure we weren’t involved?” I had no reason to suspect any of them
after the interviews, and I remarked: “No, it’s not like you’re hiding those paintings in your pocket,
right?” Foy laughed and agreed. Mauzey didn’t say anything and seemed to storm off. To be
honest with you, in hindsight, I probably should have searched them just to be safe, but there was
frankly no way either of them had some big piece of artwork rolled up under their clothes or
something. And it was my first large scale art theft investigation, so I was taking it one step at
time. I walked through the museum again and checked the automatic locks for all the exterior
doors, which appeared to be in order. I left several officers at the museum to preserve the scene
and headed back to the police station to start the necessary paperwork and determine who the
robbers were.
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Later that day, to make sure I covered all of my bases, I decided I should visit Foy and Mauzey to
conduct a search of their premises and persons—without advance notice, of course. I arrived at
Mauzey’s location first around 2:30 p.m., and then proceeded to Foy’s location around 3:00 p.m.
I checked both of their homes, garages, and cars, which took longer at Foy’s house because it was
much bigger than Mauzey’s apartment. I could not check their phones since those had been
destroyed by the thieves, but I did receive permission to take both of their laptops so the forensics
team could analyze their emails and Internet traffic. I did not find any of the artwork or anything
of interest at either location. Those investigations were standard procedure and not because I or
anyone had any specific suspicion that either guard was involved in the robbery – nor do I have
any evidence of any involvement today. I also performed a basic background check of the guards.
Mauzey did not have much of a background and certainly nothing of interest. Foy’s record with
the NYPD showed no disciplinary complaints, several commendations, and an otherwise stellar
record as a solid police officer.
I went back to the museum a little after 8:00 p.m. Crow arrived about an hour later with someone
named René Rousseaux, who introduced themselves as an investigator for Seascape Insurance—
the museum’s insurance company for theft. Crow wanted to see the Still Life Collection where
the paintings had been taken and ran in that direction. I stayed behind in the Security Room to talk
briefly with Rousseaux who asked a bunch of questions about the investigation and the interviews
with the guards. I promised to provide copies of my investigation notes the next morning, which
I later did, but I also got the sense that Rousseaux thought my investigation was somehow
deficient—even though it had barely started. When Crow came back, looking understandably
shaken after confirming five of the most expensive pieces of art had been stolen, I gently asked to
conduct an interview. Crow agreed, and I let Rousseaux sit in on the interview because I didn’t
see anything wrong with that. I asked most of the questions, but Rousseaux asked a few as well.
Crow asked about the museum’s security cameras and whether I would be able to identify the
robbers based on the security video files, but I explained the hard drive had been destroyed by the
robbers. Crow said there were back-up files of the security cameras stored securely on a cloud
server and logged into the computer on the security desk to access them. However, Crow was
shocked to see all the files on the cloud storage had been deleted and disabled from saving any
video. I asked who had the password to the cloud sever, and Crow apparently was the only one
with the password. In response to a particularly pointed question from Rousseaux, Crow said that
they just recently had a thorough inspection from their security company, including a change to
the cloud password. I suggested that Crow consult with their security company to see if anyone
had hacked into the security system. I also said I would take the computer from the security desk
and have it forensically analyzed to determine how the robbers accessed the cloud server – whether
using Crow’s password, using an admin password from the security company, or using some
hacking program or code. I did note that Crow had recently fired a museum guard named Melissa
Roberts, whereabouts unknown, so that I could investigate whether Ms. Roberts had anything to
do with the robbery. Especially since Ms. Roberts apparently was extremely angry after being
fired.
At this point, I noticed that Crow looked completely exhausted, so I told Crow to go home and get
some sleep. Rousseaux asked to stay behind to look through the museum, and I said that was fine
since there were four or five officers who would be staying at the museum overnight to watch the
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place. I heard Crow and Rousseaux agree to meet back at the museum in the morning. I walked
out with Crow and said we would do everything we could to catch and prosecute the robbers. The
next morning, I gave Rousseaux a copy of my notes, which only contained pages 1-4 of Exhibit 6
at the time.
To be thorough in our investigation, I obtained a warrant to search the bank accounts, emails, and
phone records of all of the museum guards who were currently employed at Musée d’Orso on May
1, 2021. On May 4, 2021, I received a report from the Texoma Forensic Testing Laboratory, which
is Exhibit 10. I provided Rousseaux a copy the same day. The analyses summarized in that report
were performed with the assistance of the forensics department at the FBI, which is standard
protocol for complex cases. Exhibit 10 shows that the forensics teams were unable to pull any
data from Foy’s or Mauzey’s cellphones, but as I noted above I checked with the phone companies
and confirmed that no calls or texts were made from either Foy’s or Mauzey’s cellphone after
11:30 p.m. on April 30, 2021. As for the other electronics destroyed by the robbers, our forensics
team was able to extract data from the door log – which keeps track of every time a locked door is
opened and by whom. You can see that log in Exhibit 4, but nothing of interest stuck out to me
during my investigation. Yes, you can see Foy’s and Mauzey’s security badges being used to open
some of the doors after they said they had been tied up, but both Foy and Mauzey told me in
interviews that the robbers had taken their badges. Neither our forensics team nor the FBI was
able to pull any other data, including recovering any video files from the security cameras. They
were also unable to determine definitively how the robbers got into the cloud storage. Finally, the
forensic labs found no evidence implicating any of the museum guards after a thorough review of
their emails and financials.
After reviewing the evidence and statements from the witnesses, I concluded that this was an
outside job perpetrated by expert art thieves without any inside accomplice. Although I understand
that most museum or jewelry store robberies tend to be inside jobs (except for smash-and-grab
cases), there is no evidence that this robbery was an inside job. We are continuing to investigate
the robbery to determine who the robbers are, but we’ve not have very much progress yet.
As I was preparing this statement, I received a copy of Rene Rousseaux’s notes that apparently
were made during Rousseaux’s investigation at the museum. That is Exhibit 7. It seems clear that
Rousseaux’s mind was already made up that one of the guards was involved in the robbery—even
before arriving in Texoma or interviewing any witnesses. An investigator is supposed to keep
their mind open to all possibilities during an investigation, not come in with a pre-determined
conclusion because then you naturally construe evidence to fit your conclusion. That’s the worst
way to handle an investigation – and they teach you exactly the opposite in real investigation
training. Rousseaux can think that I’m a small-town cop that doesn’t have enough experience –
everyone is entitled to their opinion, however misguided it may be – but my investigation was
solid, and we found absolutely no evidence that Ealy Foy participated in this robbery to any degree.
The only thing Rousseaux can legitimately complain about in our investigation is that we missed
one of the frame screws when we processed the scene – which Rousseaux found and provided to
one of the officers, as described on page 2 of Exhibit 7. Yes, we missed that one, but it didn’t
harm the investigation – the screws are too small with too many contours to hold a fingerprint or
something, so it’s not like the case lived or died on that one screw.
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I also noted the comments from Remington Stolle in Exhibit 7 about how no professional thief
would attempt to rob Musée d’Orso without having inside help because they could get trapped in
the interior hallway. But that’s just not true at all. Once they met a guard in the interior hallway,
the robbers could have easily taken the guard hostage and threatened to kill the guard unless the
other guard let them through the interior door. Or they could have forced the guard at gunpoint to
use his or her fingerprints to open the interior door. And, if all that failed for some reason, they
easily could have taken the guard’s badge and let themselves out the exterior security door. Stolle
does not explain away any of these various scenarios.
I was eventually able to locate Melissa Roberts in Worcester, Massachusetts. On May 11, 2021, I
traveled there and tried to interview her. However, after I introduced myself and explained I was
there regarding the robbery at Musée d’Orso, Roberts denied any knowledge of the robbery and
refused to say anything further. When I returned to Texoma, I consulted with the District Attorney
who concluded we did not have probable cause to ask the FBI or Massachusetts police to interview
Ms. Roberts or obtain a warrant to search her home or property. As a result, I cannot say whether
or not Ms. Roberts was involved in the robbery, but her refusal to be interviewed is suspicious.
I also had an in-person interview with the two employees from Rexford Solutions who worked on
the museum’s security system in late March 2021. Both had solid alibis for April 30 and May 1,
and both denied telling anyone outside of company anything about the security system, including
the hard drive or cloud server. While the employees did not seem to be lying about that, it is
impossible to confirm whether or not that is true.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF TRACY DOCKRAY
I am not surprised that René Rousseaux is “convinced” that this was an inside job and has denied
the insurance claim. Rousseaux can come across as very polished and credible, but don’t be fooled
– Rousseaux is actually your typical biased insurance representative who personally benefits when
their customers are denied legitimate insurance claims. It doesn’t take a genius to know an
insurance company only makes a profit when they take in more money than they pay out, and
that’s Seascape’s company motto to a T. Just look at how much Rousseaux has made in bonuses
by making sure insurance claims aren’t paid – that’s the definition of bias. To date, there is still
no direct evidence to even suggest that Foy or anyone else at the museum had anything to do with
this robbery. Seascape’s entire theory is circumstantial and driven by money. We haven’t caught
the robbers, and we do not have any idea who they were, which just shows you how professional
they were.
I’d also like to respond to the ridiculous opinions in the statement by Seascape’s thief-turnedexpert, Remington Stolle. First, Stolle never actually visited the museum or interviewed any
witnesses, so all of Stolle’s opinions are based purely on hearsay and what Rousseaux chose to tell
Stolle. That is not the basis for a proper expert opinion. Second, Stolle cannot say for certain that
a hacker did not assist the robbers by hacking into the security system or giving them a way to
hack into the cloud server. Stolle also cannot exclude the possibility that a former museum guard
acted as an accomplice. Unlike Seascape, I made the effort to locate Melissa Roberts. They made
every effort not to locate or talk to Ms. Roberts about the robbery. That just shows you how biased
their investigation was from the start – their whole theory would collapse if they found evidence
to exculpate Ealy Foy. Color me unsurprised. Based on the evidence, hackers and/or using a
former guard as an accomplice is far more likely than Foy acting as an accomplice in the robbery.
Stolle also makes the outrageous claim that innocent people are never defensive when being
questioned about a crime. Every cop (and defense attorney) in the world will tell you that’s false.
I read one curious thing in Mauzey’s statement—that Mauzey’s wrists were bruised and swollen
from the zip-ties, and Foy’s were not. I do not recall Mauzey saying anything like that to me, nor
did I notice anything of the sort. Had Mauzey said something, I would have looked.
I recently learned that Foy is planning to move to Val Verde next month. Apparently, Foy invested
in some cryptocurrency thing at the right time and made a fortune. Smart person, that Foy. Does
it seem strange to me that Foy would want to retire after having an honorable career as a
distinguished police officer and then being smeared as an art thief? No, not at all. I would probably
do the same thing. And lots of countries do not have an extradition treaty with the United States,
so that doesn’t change my opinion. After all, Foy is here testifying at trial.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.
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SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of trial.
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FACT STATEMENT OF RENÉ ROUSSEAUX
My name is René Rousseaux, Lead Investigator and Loss Prevention Specialist for Seascape
Property and Casualty Insurance Company (“Seascape”). I have held that position for the past six
years, and I am the representative for Seascape in this trial. I’m 33 years old and grew up in
Burgundy, France. I moved to the United States when I was 17 to attend college since I knew that
working in my family’s vineyard was not for me. Too much dirt. I received my B.A. in Art
History and my Masters in Insurance Risk Management from Harvard University in 2009 and
2011, respectively. I graduated in the top 5% of my class in both instances.
I took an internship with Seascape during my Masters program and was later hired as an assistant
investigator and adjuster shortly after earning that degree. I held that position for four years before
being promoted to my current position—a job I was born to do. I quickly rose through the ranks
with Seascape after discovering numerous fraudulent insurance claims and ensuring they were
denied, which saved Seascape more than $45 million dollars in what would have been improper
payments. Since being promoted to my current position, I have investigated 112 insurance claims
and authorized denial of 47 of those claims. Twenty-nine of those denials lead to lawsuits against
Seascape with 12 ultimately going to trial. I testified for Seascape in all of them, and Seascape
prevailed in all but one, which was two years ago and only cost Seascape $4.5 million when you
factor in interest and the attorneys’ fees the court awarded the insured. The “insured” just means
the company that has the insurance policy with Seascape; in this case, the insured would be Musée
d’Orso.
I currently live in New York City where Seascape’s headquarters are located, but I travel around
the world when insurance claims are filed. As the Lead Investigator and Loss Prevention
Specialist, my job is to review all significant policy claims and perform an independent
investigation to determine whether the insured should be paid based on the coverage—and the
exclusions—of the applicable insurance policy contract.
People give insurance companies a bad rap. I can’t tell you how many times someone at a party
learns what I do and then berates me with stories about how insurance companies are evil and
always find some technicality to avoid paying a legitimate claim. I then ask if they have any type
of insurance, and what do you know, they have several—car insurance, homeowners’ insurance,
flood insurance, and the list goes on. I don’t make many friends at parties, but then again I don’t
need any more friends.
Let’s turn to the robbery at Musée d’Orso, which will be lucky number 13 for Seascape trials in
the last six years. And I assure you the result is going to be the same. The museum filed a notice
of claim under its theft insurance policy around 1:00 p.m. on May 1, 2021, which was within 24
hours of discovering the stolen art as required by their insurance policy. You can see the insurance
policy in Exhibit 2, which was the policy in place at the time of the robbery and is a valid and
enforceable contract between Seascape and Musée d’Orso. I immediately phoned our consultant,
Remington Stolle, and asked Remington how one might plan a robbery of the museum. You see,
Remington is a former successful art thief—successful until Remington was arrested back in 2013
at the young age of 19. While in prison, Remington helped several law enforcement organizations
catch art thieves and recover stolen art. Remington was ultimately released early in exchange for
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a two-year requirement to work with Interpol, the international police organization. After that
obligation was completed, Remington started working for Seascape as a consultant to help us
determine whether theft claims were legitimate—or instead were the product of fraud or inside
accomplices.
At the time, I knew very little about the robbery other than where it took place, but Remington
quickly concluded that it had to be an inside job with the help of an employee accomplice.
Remington was already familiar with the security technology and layout of Musée d’Orso, and to
Remington that meant that no professional art thief would have attempted to rob the place without
having an accomplice on the inside. I told Remington I would follow up with more information,
and I booked the next flight out of New York City to Texoma scheduled to depart at 3:55 p.m. that
day, May 1, 2021. After we landed in Texoma, I was walking to the exit to hail a cab when I
overheard someone talking about the robbery and Musée d’Orso. I kept eavesdropping and
determined the person was probably the museum director, so I introduced myself. That person
turned out to be Rosson Crow who sure enough was the museum director. Crow agreed to give
me a ride to the museum because Crow was headed there as well.
We got to the museum about 9:00 p.m. and not a moment too soon. Crow was pestering me with
all these questions during that drive, but it wasn’t my job to answer questions – it was my job to
ask the questions. Crow got us through the exterior and interior security doors using face
recognition and a fingerprint reader, which I noted was a pretty high level of security. I took
special note of the interior hallway between the two security doors and understood what
Remington meant by saying a robbery could only happen with help from the inside. If you got
trapped in the interior hallway, then you would be toast. Just look at the museum layout in Exhibit
1 to see what I mean.
Crow wanted to see which paintings had been taken, so I stayed behind in the Security Room to
feel out the detective who was handling the case, Detective Dockray. We spoke for a just a few
minutes, and I asked about the investigation and what evidence had been collected. The detective
promised to give me copies of the investigation notes in the next day or two. I found it odd the
detective couldn’t just read me what was in the notes, but small-town cops aren’t the most
organized and this one was no different. Crow returned after a few minutes and looked upset, but
Crow agreed to be interviewed by me and Detective Dockray. The most interesting part of that
interview was when Crow tried to access the museum’s cloud server where back-up video files
were stored and discovered the cloud had been wiped and disabled. Yet only Crow apparently had
the password to the cloud storage. After the interview, I asked to stay behind to look through the
museum. There were a few officers watching the place, and they let me stay behind as long as I
was escorted by an officer while I was there.
I walked through the entire museum before focusing on the Still Life Collection where the artwork
had been taken. Five paintings had been stolen: Le pigeon aux petits pois (Pigeon with Peas) by
Pablo Picasso, La Pastorale by Henri Matisse, L’Olivier Près de l’Estaque (Olive Tree near
L’Estaque) by Georges Braque, La Femme à l’Èventail (Woman with a Fan) by Amedeo
Modigliani, and Nature Morte aux Chandeliers (Still Life with Candlestick) by Fernand Leger. I
can confirm the pictures in Exhibit 3 are accurate depictions and dimensions of the stolen paintings
based on our independent records of all artwork that Seascape insures. The paintings had been
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carefully removed from their ornate frames, a process that would have taken the robbers more than
an hour to complete if they didn’t want to damage the artwork, at least according to what
Remington Stolle later explained to me. The large frames for those pieces were still on the floor,
and I could see the remains of fingerprint dust on all of them – but I assumed there would be no
fingerprints since the detective mentioned the night guards had said the robbers wore gloves.
As I was walking from the Still Life Collection into the Taylor Atrium, my foot kicked a small
screw that the police had failed to collect for evidence. It was about an inch or two long and looked
exactly like the special type of screws used for museum art frames. I picked it up and handed it to
the police officer that was escorting me around so they could add it to the evidence, and I made
sure to point out that their investigation didn’t look very good if evidence was missed. I stayed
for probably another 30 minutes looking around. When I was ready to leave, an officer stationed
at the security desk buzzed me into the Security Room from the hallway and then buzzed me
through the interior and exterior security doors.
The next morning, I went to the police station and received copies of Detective Dockray’s
investigation notes up to that point, which I can confirm are the same as pages 1 to 4 of Exhibit 6.
Prior to preparing this statement, I was provided all pages in Exhibit 6. I took my own notes from
my walk-through of the museum and my review of the detective’s notes, which are in Exhibit 7.
Exhibit 7 also includes my interview notes of Ealy Foy and Merritt Mauzey, the two night guards
who I interviewed at the museum the next morning on May 2, 2021. Detective Dockray is a nice
person but out of their league on a robbery like this, and that was pretty clear from the start. The
detective’s notes have numerous inconsistencies with my notes, including the interview of Crow
that we conducted together. I’m not saying Detective Dockray was in on the robbery or anything,
but the investigation was just not very thorough – I’m not shocked the detective doesn’t suspect
Foy of being involved in the robbery because the police reached that conclusion pretty much as
soon as they arrived at the museum. How else do you explain why they didn’t search the guards
before letting them leave?
I noted that one of the morning guards told Detective Dockray they found Mauzey’s security badge
outside the museum near the exterior security door, and that caused them initial concern. Since
you needed a badge to get out of the museum, it makes sense the robbers would keep one to get
out and then drop it once they were safely outside – you wouldn’t want to get caught with that
badge on you as it would instantly implicate you in the robbery, so I didn’t find anything interesting
there. I was extremely interested in any findings from the forensic team that was analyzing the
remains of the guards’ cellphones and the hard drive with the security footage. However,
practically no data could ultimately be extracted from any of those devices. The only thing they
were eventually able to find was an electronic log of all the locked doors in the museum, which
showed when each door was opened and by whom—but the data was limited only to 12:01 to 8:30
a.m. That log is in Exhibit 4. Detective Dockray provided that to me with the forensic lab report,
which is Exhibit 10, on May 4, 2021. Exhibit 10 makes clear that no one hacked into the museum’s
computer or its cloud server, which means the robbers had to have known the password to get in.
Musée d’Orso’s claim was for $100 million, which is the maximum amount under its policy. I
haven’t seen any valuation by an independent third party, but I don’t dispute the value of the
paintings is more than the policy minimum of $10 million. It was clear the robbers were
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professionals. If I was going to steal a handful of paintings from Musée d’Orso, I likely would
have chosen those exact five. Once removed from the frames, which the robbers left behind, the
paintings would not have been very heavy to carry by hand or using a common art folio like the
one pictured in Exhibit 8. However, there was substantial evidence to support the theory that the
two robbers—posing as cops—definitely had help from the inside.
First, Foy broke protocol by opening the interior security door and allowing the robbers into the
Security Room. As Chief of Security, Foy knew precisely what the protocol was yet still blatantly
violated it. This was the lynchpin that allowed the robbers to know they would be successful –
once inside, they were the only ones with guns and could quickly take control of the museum.
While Foy claimed that one of the robbers heard something over the radio that necessitated opening
the interior door, Mauzey never heard anything of the sort despite listening to their conversation
using the intercom system. I am confident the radio was the ruse to justify letting the robbers
through the interior security door.
Second, the robbers put Foy and Mauzey in separate rooms after tying them up, which means Foy
could have easily helped the robbers once Mauzey couldn’t see or hear them. While Mauzey saw
Foy tied up when the morning guards showed up, no one can say that Foy was tied up before the
thieves started to take the paintings. And you can see in the door log in Exhibit 4 that the door to
Office 1 was opened near the end of the robbery, which probably meant Foy was helping the
robbers and had to get back in the room to be discovered there. Mauzey’s door was never opened,
so the explanation for Foy’s door opening a second time can’t be that the robbers were just
checking to make sure Foy and Mauzey were still tied up. It’s also quite suspicious that Foy’s
fingerprints were found by the forensics lab on Mauzey’s security badge.
Third, and tied into the second point, the last time the exterior security door was opened that
night—prior to the morning guards arriving—was only 85 minutes after they initially gained entry.
If you account for 20 minutes or so to tie up the guards and get them into the offices, that leaves
very little time for two people to carefully remove all of the frames. In fact, Remington will explain
that’s not enough time at all – you would need a third person, and that person had to be Foy.
Fourth, as you can see in my notes in Exhibit 7, Foy was extremely nervous and suspicious during
my interview on May 2. I have substantial experience interviewing witnesses, and I know when
someone is lying to me. Foy lied to me throughout the interview and certainly has many things to
hide. You will get to see this all for yourself at trial. And Foy admitted to being in the room when
Crow changed the cloud server password, so Foy could have easily memorized it and passed that
to the robbers. On May 7, Mauzey called to reiterate the belief that Foy had participated in the
robbery, which was precisely the same conclusion I had reached. Mauzey was the only other
person present during the robbery and is completely trustworthy–which only bolsters my
conclusion.
One final fact makes it clear Foy was involved in this robbery. Rosson Crow admitted they
received information about a potential robbery being planned and mentioned it to Foy, which you
can see in Exhibit 5. Yet Foy insisted they did not need any additional police presence or security
measures since they hadn’t been robbed before. This was clearly done to ensure the heist would
be successful. Just because the museum hadn’t been robbed before is not a legitimate reason to
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ignore strong intelligence of a potential robbery. Sure, they had received similar reports in the
past, and nothing had happened, but that may have been just trial runs for this heist. Yes, I concede
that the failure to increase security based on the intelligence does not technically qualify as an
exception to the insurance policy, but it’s just further evidence of Foy’s involvement in this
robbery—and that is plainly an exception to the policy.
While Foy and Mauzey were interviewed by police when they were discovered the next morning,
the police inexplicably did not search either of them before letting them leave after being checked
out by the EMTs. An investigator’s first instinct should always be to suspect an inside job for a
museum heist. History shows this is often the most likely scenario. The fact that the police have—
belatedly—searched Foy and Foy’s house numerous times and have not find any of the artwork or
incriminating evidence there does not change my opinion. But it seems pretty clear that Detective
Dockray was more suspicious of Foy than of Mauzey because the search at Foy’s home took more
than twice as long as their search of Mauzey’s.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

René Rousseaux
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RENÉ ROUSSEAUX

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY on this the 15th
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF RENÉ ROUSSEAUX
I am aware that Musée d’Orso fired a museum guard named Melissa Roberts in late March 2021,
but there was no reason for me to try and locate Ms. Roberts for an interview because Detective
Dockray already tried that and got nowhere. The same is true about the Rexford Solutions
employees. All the evidence, including my interview with Foy, made it abundantly clear that Foy
was an accomplice in this robbery. Plus, there’s no guarantee that Ms. Roberts would even talk to
me when she refused to talk to Detective Dockray. Musée d’Orso just wants an empty chair to
point at to distract the jury from the undeniable fact that Foy knowingly participated in this robbery
– and that justifies denial of the insurance claim.
There is no such thing as coincidences, and the most devastating fact against Foy is the mysterious
million dollars that appears in Foy’s bank account just days after the robbery. A million bucks
sound just like a cut you would give an accomplice. Foy may be testifying at this trial, but Foy
will admit to having plans to move to Val Verde as soon as this trial is over – a country without an
extradition treaty with the U.S. Like I said, there are no coincidences – just confirmations.
I am absolutely positive that Merritt Mauzey and the other guards employed on May 1, 2021, had
nothing to do with this robbery because the police investigation of those guards demonstrates that
in Exhibit 10. Rosson Crow was also probably not involved since Crow was out of the country
during the robbery, but I didn’t look too deep into Crow since it was clear from the start that Ealy
Foy was the accomplice in this robbery. The fact that the forensics lab did not find anything
suspicious on Foy’s personal computer does not change my mind. Foy used to be a NYPD officer,
and a police officer in a big city like New York gains valuable experience in how criminals operate
and the methods that work without getting caught—including how forensics works. Foy would
have known exactly what a forensics lab would look for and thus what to hide.
I am 100% positive that Foy was involved in this robbery—and I’d be willing to bet my job on it.
Although that’s pretty much what I’m doing anyway. Foy’s involvement in the robbery is a clear
exclusion under the museum’s insurance policy that you can see in Exhibit 2. There’s no
requirement that someone catch Foy with the stolen art or that we have a witness who saw Foy
with the robbers – just that Foy knowingly participated in the robbery. You have more than enough
evidence demonstrating that; more than I’ve had in other cases where Seascape has prevailed.
Our attorneys told me that I should disclose my compensation with the museum, which I
reluctantly will do. I receive a yearly salary of $395,000 plus a bonus of 7.5% of any amount of
policy claims that are successfully denied (i.e. Seascape is not ordered by a court to pay the full
amount). My bonuses for 2019 and 2020 were $1.1 and $1.8 million, respectively. Yes, I know
that’s a lot of money, but for what it’s worth, it’s really expensive to live in New York City.
Finally, I wanted to clarify that Seascape’s investigation in this case followed our standard practice
for these types of investigations. In all robbery/theft cases that I handle, the first thing I do is
contact Remington Stolle to get an initial impression and working theory so I know if there are
any specific things I should look for beyond the normal indications of insurance fraud. I then
travel to the insured’s location to interview witnesses and conduct my own investigation, including
conferring with any law enforcement that may be involved and relying on any forensic reports and
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analyses. And after considering all of the evidence and my investigation, I reach a final conclusion
and present it to the CEO of Seascape. If the CEO concurs with my investigation (and she always
has), then I present our final conclusion to the insured.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

René Rousseaux
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RENÉ ROUSSEAUX

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of trial.
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FACT STATEMENT OF MERRITT MAUZEY
My name is Merritt Mauzey, and I have lots of questions.
I am 25 years old and have lived in Russellville, Texoma my entire life. I attended college at
Texoma University where I obtained a B.A. in Hospitality with a minor in History. I am not
married and do not have any children. After graduating from college, I took a job working security
at the Texoma City Mall. I worked there a few years, but, after the mall was sold for the second
time, my hours began changing with no consistent schedule, so I started looking for a new job. I
took a job at Musée d’Orso about a month before the robbery; my first day was on March 30, 2021.
I was required to spend my first four weeks in training and shadowing the Chief of Security for
the museum, which was Ealy Foy, while still learning all the policies and procedures for museum
guards. Foy drilled those policies into me and made it clear that failing to follow procedure even
once could be grounds for immediate termination.
The night of the robbery, April 30 to May 1, 2021, was my first time working the overnight shift
and my second shift after completing training. The museum director, Rosson Crow, sets the shift
schedule, but the schedule for doing rounds during a night shift is set by the senior guard at the
beginning of the shift. It’s supposed to be different each time so we don’t have a routine. But,
since I had never worked an overnight shift I don’t know if that is the case or not. In any event, I
arrived for my shift at approximately 11:35 p.m. and then Foy flipped a coin and took the first
round. If you weren’t taking a round, then you sat at the security desk where you could see the
security camera feeds. During a round, we don’t go into the basement unless one of the motion
sensor alarms go off. No alarms went off that night.
Around 3:30 a.m. or so, I was monitoring the security desk while Foy was doing a round. Right
as Foy came back to the security desk, we heard a buzz from the intercom at the exterior security
door. We checked the video monitor and saw a couple of police officers standing at the exterior
security door, or what looked like police officers at least. There is a facial recognition gizmo that
will automatically open the security door if it recognizes your face. But, if your face isn’t in the
system, or if the system doesn’t recognize you for some reason, then the door can be opened from
the security desk or using a security badge from inside the interior hallway. I think the security
system is pretty robust, but it’s not perfect—when I was first hired, the system didn’t recognize
my face, and I had to re-submit it twice more before it finally worked. Maybe I just have an
unremarkable face?
Foy used the intercom to ask the cops what they needed. One of them said they were trying to find
a suspect who had just shot another cop. Foy seemed to jump into action and walked briskly
toward the interior security door while telling me to buzz the cops through the exterior door so
they all could talk in the hallway. I argued with Foy and said the protocol didn’t allow us to do
that without calling the museum director first, but Foy yelled at me to open the door. I hesitated,
and Foy suddenly threatened to get me fired if I didn’t open it immediately. Why was Foy acting
so out of character? Foy is normally very easy-going, while still taking the job seriously, yet this
was different and made me really nervous. I was trying to figure out what to do when Foy, who
was now in the interior hallway, just opened the exterior security door with Foy’s security badge.
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I could hear most of the conversation between Foy and the cops over the intercom because it also
picks up sounds from the interior hallway, and I could see them all talking because there is a video
monitor in the hallway as well. One of the cops said something about another cop having been
shot and the suspect had fled towards the museum, so they needed to see the video recordings from
the security cameras or something like that. I was about to dial Rosson Crow’s number from my
cell phone because that was our protocol, but then everyone was suddenly running towards me. I
was so confused – why did Foy open the interior door using the fingerprint reader without warning?
And without calling Crow? That would’ve taken less than a minute.
Once everyone was near the security desk, the cops asked if anyone else was in the museum and
Foy quickly said “no.” Then the cops pulled out their guns and pointed them at us! They actually
said: “This is a robbery.” I was terrified! I’ve never had someone point a gun at me. The robbers
put on gloves and then demanded our phones and security badges, so I gave mine to Foy who
handed both of ours over to one of the robbers who smashed our phones to pieces. I tried to
whisper to Foy because I figured Foy would have a plan having been a cop before, but Foy just
told me to shut up and not do anything stupid. One of the robbers even said the same thing to me!
Why didn’t Foy do something? Why did Foy not want me to say anything?
It’s hard to remember exactly what happened after that because I was so scared of being shot or
dying, but I remember one of the robbers getting on the computer at the security desk, typing like
a thousand words a second, and saying something about a cloud being deleted. I had no idea what
that meant. At some point, that robber then pulled out a hard drive from underneath the desk and
smashed it to pieces. I didn’t know at the time, but I later learned that’s where the original video
files from the security cameras are stored. And I now know the cloud thing is where back-up video
files are stored. How did the robbers know all that when even I didn’t?
After that, the robbers used zip-ties to tie my hands behind my back and tie my feet together. Using
one of our security badges, they opened the door to the office inside the Security Room and pushed
me into it. It’s the one labeled “Office 2” on the map of the museum, which is Exhibit 1. I fell on
the ground because my feet were tied together, and it hurt—but not as much as when they tied my
hands and feet together like an animal. It was so uncomfortable. I assumed they then tied up Foy
just like they did me, but I couldn’t be sure since I couldn’t see anything from the locked office.
Maybe Foy wasn’t tied up right away? I heard people moving around in the Security Room maybe
an hour later, but that’s about the only other thing I heard while I was tied up.
I was alone in that room until one of the morning guards, I think their name was Clay Crummey,
found me in the office. They cut me loose and asked where Foy was. I had no idea, but I said we
should check the other office, and we found Foy there tied up just like I had been – zip-ties on the
hands, feet, and then tied together. Foy was in “Office 1” on the museum map in Exhibit 1. While
one of the guards was cutting Foy loose, the other one, Sophia Reid, called the cops – the real cops.
I hadn’t worked with either of the morning guards before, but I had seen them around. I’ve been
told both of them are no longer working at the museum. Can you blame them?
A detective showed up pretty quick after the police were called, around 8:00 a.m., and introduced
themselves as Detective Dockray. The detective asked me a bunch of questions and I guess did
the same with Foy, but we were interviewed separately so I can’t be 100% sure. I did hear Foy
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ask if anyone had called Rosson Crow, which was a bit ironic since that’s what we should have
done before letting the robbers inside the museum! Why didn’t Foy just let me call Crow before
literally letting the foxes in the henhouse? Anyways, we then got checked out by some EMTs. I
had some really bad bruises on my wrists from the zip-ties, which were really tight and caused my
hands to also swell up a little bit. An EMT put some ointment or something on it and said the
swelling would go down soon. I looked over and was confused that Foy wasn’t nearly as bruised
up as me – just some light red zip-tie marks. Why didn’t Foy have any bruising or swollen hands
like me? The detective then let us go home after the EMTs cleared us. I don’t know why, but Foy
asked if they needed to search us. The detective made some joke about us having the paintings
under our clothes or something. I didn’t find it funny – I could still see that gun pointed at me,
and I just wanted to get out of there.
I went straight home and just watched TV to try and forget about the whole ordeal. But Detective
Dockray showed up at my apartment that afternoon with a bunch of police officers to search my
place. I was confused why they needed to search, but I gave them permission and watched them
rifle through all my stuff then take my laptop so they could search it or something. They looked
around for probably 20 minutes and then left. I called Foy to see if the police had been there too.
Looking back, that was probably a dumb decision because I ended up warning Foy who probably
then had time to hide any incriminating evidence. Why in the world did I do that? I guess I was
so tired that I wasn’t thinking straight. I tried to get some sleep, but I couldn’t fall sleep for at least
two days. Seriously. I kept seeing a gun pointed at me.
But that wasn’t the end of it because Rosson Crow called the next morning around 9:15 a.m. and
asked me to come back to the museum. I said I was exhausted and hadn’t slept, but Crow said I
would get a week off if I spoke to some insurance investigator, so I took a shower to freshen up
and headed back up to the museum. I felt like the walking dead. It was about 10:30 a.m. when I
got to the museum and met this investigator named René Rousseaux. I answered a bunch of
questions, mostly the same ones the detective had asked, and then I was allowed to go back home.
I saw Foy’s car pull out of the parking lot when I arrived, so I assume Foy had also talked to the
investigator. I did tell the investigator that I had started to suspect that Foy was involved in the
robbery, which I didn’t tell the detective earlier that day. That was only because, the more I thought
about it, the more questions I had that couldn’t be answered other than that Foy was somehow
involved in the robbery.
I was happy to hear the police were able to extract some data from the security system despite the
robbers smashing a lot of the equipment. I’ve been told the only data they could extract is the log
of the museum doors being opened and how they were opened for part of the day on May 1, which
is what you see in Exhibit 4. I remember during training that someone, it may have been Foy but
I’m not sure, told me that the system keeps track of every time a locked door is opened so there is
a record of all movement through the secured areas of the museum. And they can also use it to
make sure you are spending sufficient time walking through the museum during rounds for the
night shift. I see that the robbers apparently used my badge to get through the interior and exterior
doors when they finally left the museum, but that makes sense because they took our badges and
would have needed a way out of the museum once they locked up Foy and me. And I know the
morning guards found my security badge outside the museum.
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But what really stands out in Exhibit 4 is that second time the door to Office 1 was opened, which
is where we found Foy tied up, at 4:52 a.m. Why did the robbers open that door a second time?
If it was to check to make sure Foy was still tied up, why didn’t they also check on me in the other
office? Was Foy helping the robbers before then?
I quit the museum a few days after the robbery. I couldn’t go back there ever again after what
happened to me. Sometimes I still see the gun pointed at me when I close my eyes. I called
Rousseaux the same day I quit the museum to explain that my suspicion had only grown that Foy
was possibly involved in the robbery. Rousseaux told me they had already concluded Foy was an
accomplice. Good for them. I hope the museum loses this case and doesn’t get any of its insurance
money, and I wish the real police could find the stolen art in Foy’s possession because I know Foy
has at least some of it. Well, I shouldn’t say that I know Foy was involved because I don’t know
that for a fact, of course. I guess it’s possible that Foy had nothing to do with the robbery and was
just in the wrong place at the wrong time like me. But why did Foy open the door for the robbers
so quickly? Why didn’t Foy wait for me to call Crow? Why did Foy not have any bruises from
the zip-ties? Why did the robbers open the office door where they stashed Foy right before they
fled the museum?
I told you – I have lots of questions. The best I can tell you is that I’m about 75% percent sure
Foy was directly involved in the robbery. I’ve watched plenty of legal dramas on television, and
I know that’s good enough for that preponderance burden in a civil case.
And, just in case there’s any doubt, I had absolutely nothing to do with the robbery, and I’ve been
told the museum and the insurance company both agree on that. I am the true victim here since
my mental health has been completely turned upside down. Sure, some robbers stole several super
expensive paintings from the museum—but the museum was trying to pull a fast one on Seascape
(or at least Foy was) so any harm to the museum is just desserts. I just hope that Foy gets forced
to confess during trial and has to go to jail. That would at least make me feel a little bit better.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

Merritt Mauzey
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MERRITT MAUZEY

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY on this the 15th
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF MERRITT MAUZEY
After I submitted my initial statement, I was provided the other statements submitted in this case.
You best believe the first thing I did was read Foy’s statement. I saw where Foy mentioned the
robbers taking one of those big folios from the office they locked me in, and I do remember that
now. I’ve seen Exhibit 8 and I guess that looks like one of the art folios that are lying around the
museum. I assume it’s the same as the one the robbers took, but all those things look the same to
me. That also made me remember that I thought the robbers might be British or something because
one of them called the other one “mate.” Do you know any Americans that use that term instead
of “buddy” or “friend”? I certainly don’t. And how did the robbers know there would be a folio
in one of the offices that they could use to haul off the paintings? They obviously couldn’t have
carried one into the museum because that would’ve been a huge red flag. Did Foy tell the robbers
a folio would be stashed in that office?
Foy claimed to have told the robbers in the interior hallway that we had to call Rosson Crow before
letting them in the interior hallway. That’s absolutely false. I heard that entire conversation and
never heard Foy say anything like that. Nor did I hear any radio crackle.
The other big thing that stuck out to me from Foy’s statement is this mysterious money from some
cryptocurrency that’s probably fake. Over a million bucks? Granted, I don’t know the first thing
about cryptocurrency, chain-block, or any of that nonsense – but isn’t it suspicious that Foy got a
big payday just days after the robbery? And I’ve been told that Foy plans to move to some country
where you can’t be hauled back to the US if they charge you with a crime? This whole thing is
highly suspect!
I should confess that I was wrong when I said I had called Foy after the police showed up and
searched my place the afternoon after the robbery. I couldn’t have called because the robbers had
destroyed our cell phones, and the only place I had Foy’s number was in my cell phone. So I was
wrong about that, but there’s still plenty of things that point to Foy as an accomplice.
I was also provided the investigation notes from Detective Dockray and from René Rousseaux,
which are Exhibits 6 and 7, respectively. I don’t think I had difficulty coherently answering
questions from the Detective like it says in Exhibit 6, but I don’t have any other issues with the
Detective’s summary of my interview—except that the Detective doesn’t say anything about my
bruised and swollen wrists, or that Foy didn’t have any bruising or swelling. And I know that I
told the Detective all of that. I also believe the summary of my interview with Rousseaux in
Exhibit 7 is accurate based on my recollection – but, just so it’s clear, the interview with Rousseaux
was a day after I was interviewed by the detective, so I had more time to think through the events
before I spoke to Rousseaux.
Seascape has paid me for my time preparing my statements and testimony, and my time showing
up here at trial. It’s $300 an hour, and I’ve spent about 25 hours preparing my statements and for
trial. It’s money I desperately need to make rent and pay bills, but I want to be clear that it has no
impact on my testimony. I’m here to tell the whole truth – unlike some people.
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Finally, I don’t know anything about the guard who was fired and that I replaced, nor do I know
anything about the security company doing an update on the security system. Those things
happened before I even started working at the museum.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

Merritt Mauzey
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MERRITT MAUZEY

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of trial.
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FACT STATEMENT OF REMINGTON STOLLE
Good morning ladies and gentlemen, you are in the presence of greatness. I am Remington Stolle,
lover of beautiful things whose love for fine arts—famous paintings, sculptures, and other visual
arts—started when I was just 10 years old. I quickly recognized their value, both monetarily and
intrinsically. I studied them—and their keepers—because it is important to understand both the
possession and the possessor. Fine art has a power of its own. And, if one is not careful, the
possession can soon possess its possessor. Ancient literature is riddled with stories about prized
objects seemingly taking a life of their own. But this value, this beauty, comes with a price: a
gravitational draw that devolves into ruinous attraction no less fatal than skydiving without a
parachute. I should know.
Unfortunately, as many youngsters do, I let my love for the beautiful things shade my better
judgment. My self-taught education of fine art began as an inseparable companion but eventually
transformed into the demon we all know as “Greed.” You might say I became possessed by these
beautiful possessions. I wanted them. All of them. Too often, it seemed to me that fine art was
trapped in lifeless places—dungeon-like museums owned by faceless corporations or dull atriums
in the homes of banal billionaires. I began to think of myself as their savior, their rescuer. I existed
to breathe life back into those artistic brilliances and resplendently imbue them with new energy
and excitement through my greatest skill at the time—relocation. I won’t say that art theft is the
only crime I ever committed. I might have “rescued” a car, some jewelry, and a couple purses
from old ladies; but nothing big like the artistic expressions I took possession of. I also may have
broken some hearts. Sorry? Not sorry – at all.
The better I became at relocating possessions, the more hopelessly my passion became inseparable
from greed. Yes, one might have called me as an art thief—but most people called me “a
spectacular art thief,” especially those in the news who chronicled my adventures. A great example
is the newspaper article in Exhibit 9. In mid-2013, when I was 19 and in my prime, I “relocated”
two Picassos from their Spanish museum prison. My plan took about three weeks to prepare:
finding the security plans online with the help of a hacker, casing the museum, and practicing my
entrance and escape. You see, there was this back door that employees used to enter the museum,
which was unlocked with a numerical code that changed every 24 hours, but the rub was that the
back door could only be opened from the outside. If you wanted out, you had to use the front door
on the opposite side of the museum, all of which was covered by video cameras. But that was no
match for me. I stole the security code to the back door by using a telescope and watching a guard
punch in the code the afternoon before my performance. You have to love guards like that, right?
Just makes life so much easier.
Before I broke into the back door, I hacked into the museum’s electrical grid and uploaded a virus
that froze the video feeds for the cameras inside. I knew there was only one night guard, so it
wouldn’t be obvious the video was frozen – such as one guard not seeing the other on the screen
when making rounds. The best hacks are the ones that the victim never realizes have happened.
Once inside, I stayed hidden while the guard finished his round through the museum. I knew that
I had a maximum of 25 minutes before the guard would start another round, so I practiced
unscrewing museum frames for almost a full week—in the dark, with just one hand, and even
without an electrical screwdriver (in case it failed). I couldn’t afford to be sloppy. One wrong
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move, and the guard could hit a silent alarm and lock down the entire museum trapping me inside.
But just look at me – the last thing you’d say about me is that I’m sloppy. I was able to remove
the frames from the two small art pieces, both no more than two feet by two feet, using an electric
screwdriver that made practically no noise. I also had to be extremely careful not to damage the
paintings, but I was successful. Both frames were removed in 22 minutes, and I darted out of the
front door undetected.
I basked in the glory of those Picassos (and the beaches of Ibiza) for four months while I looked
for a buyer on the black market. But fortune is ever so fickle. The buyer I found was actually an
undercover cop with Interpol, the international police department. They eventually found my
location, even though I thought I was communicating on an encrypted messaging app called
WePhemera. But those sly cops actually created WePhemera and put it in the market specifically
to catch people like me. It turns out a few cops are good at more than just wolfing down donuts.
There’s a saying that has always resonated inside this genius: the lessons one learns best come at
the highest cost. After they arrested me, those heartless agents thought they held the winning hand
and tried to throw the book at me. They threatened me with 40 years in prison and other ridiculous
things. But I had an ace up my sleeve. You see, before the Picassos, I had “liberated” and
“relocated” more than twenty other famous works of art - all without leaving a trace. Law
enforcement and insurance investigators had been stumped, befuddled even, like a colorblind man
trying to solve a Rubik’s cube. Sitting in that stale, windowless room handcuffed to a cold, metal
table, they thought they had me – but then I proposed a trade. I would disclose the location of
every piece I still had (all still in pristine condition, of course), retire as an art “liberator,” and
apply my considerable skills to become an art recovery specialist. The only thing they denied was
my request for the million dollars in reward money. Doesn’t hurt to ask, right?
As I said earlier, the newspaper article in Exhibit 9 detailed my exquisite skill with those Picassos.
And I should take a moment to applaud the author of that article because she got practically every
detail correct on how I got in and out of that museum. The only thing Ms. MacDougall got wrong
was the number of screws in those museum frames – there were 12 in each, not 10. Who says there
aren’t any good journalists anymore?
Anyways, after I switched to the right side of the law, Fortune made her grand return to me. After
serving only three measly years in prison, all while helping those helpless cops, everyone decided
I could do a lot more on the outside. Interpol, local police departments around the world, and art
recovery specialists working for insurance companies had been stumped by several art heists—
and I convinced them the only way to help was if I was liberated. I agreed to two full years
assisting Interpol, and anyone who asked Interpol for help, and they agreed to let me out. Once I
completed that stint in September 2019, my sentence was commuted and my record was expunged.
In baseball terms, I’ve done the impossible: Remington Stolle first.
I will confess that helping the good guys turned out to be rather fulfilling. I solved six major heists
during my stint with Interpol and helped institute major changes in security protocols at several
museums and private collections across Europe. While the police, bless their hearts, begged me
to stay when my stint was over, I knew the real money was in the private sector. And one thing
I’ll never lose is a nose for finding money.
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That brings me to my current career: an asset recovery consultant for Seascape Insurance.
Basically, I help Seascape investigate any insurance claims that involve the theft of high-value
assets, especially when it involves expensive artwork. That includes helping Seascape determine
whether someone is trying to file a fraudulent insurance claim, identify the thieves, and locate or
recover the stolen art. And that’s exactly the scope of my consulting work for the insurance claim
filed by Musée d’Orso. I feel like I have both made amends for my past misdeeds and found my
true calling in life. And I’m proud to be helping Seascape prove the heist at the museum was an
inside job, which it undoubtedly was.
At the outset, I wasn’t surprised when I first learned that artwork had been stolen from Musée
d’Orso. Part of the job of any specialty consultant like me is to “have one’s ear to the ground” and
know what professional art thieves are looking to do next. Musée d’Orso is your typical art
museum, not unlike a certain chocolate sandwich cookie: its hard and ornate exterior belies a
surprisingly soft center. I wouldn’t expect the average person to know that, so let me educate you.
When most people see a museum, they see walls, locked doors, security cameras, sealed windows,
and guards like Ealy Foy and Merritt Mauzey. In short, they see an impenetrable box. But a
professional thief sees the vulnerabilities: cracks, loose hinges, weak access points, corruptible
(Foy) and inexperienced (Mauzey) security guards. You know, the soft stuff in the middle – just
like we find at Musée d’Oreo. Ha! Good looks, incomparable skill, and a witty sense of humor?
How infinite in faculties I am! How could you not love me?
My first contact about this case came via a phone call from René Rousseaux, Seascape’s lead
investigator, on the afternoon of May 1, 2021. René is basically my handler at Seascape and the
only person from the insurance company I talk to, which makes things very easy. René had just
received notice of an insurance claim from the museum, and I was asked for an initial opinion
about how a professional thief would go about trying to rob Musée d’Orso. Lucky for me, I was
already familiar with the museum since it boasted to have one of the best security systems in the
world—which is a dangerous proclamation and almost a dare to professional thieves. I think that
whoever designed the security basically thought, “Hey, nobody’s ever gonna get past the outside
– don’t waste money on redundant systems on the inside.” And you see how that went.
Knowing just the layout and security system of Musée d’Orso, I quickly concluded that the thieves
had to be professionals and had to have an accomplice on the inside, most likely from a museum
guard. The accomplice would need the ability to bypass all the security measures that could thwart
a robbery – and a museum guard is the perfect accomplice. The most critical element of the
security system at Musée d’Orso is this enclosed hallway between the exterior and interior security
doors, which you can see on the museum layout in Exhibit 1. No professional thief would risk
getting trapped in that hallway, and there are too many things that could go wrong that could lead
to that result—all it would take is one guard getting spooked. Once the thieves were allowed
through the exterior security door, they had to know without a doubt they could get through that
interior door. And that only comes from having an accomplice with the ability to open that interior
door with fingerprints or from the security desk. Even I’m not confident enough to try and talk
my way through that interior door.
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I never visited the museum myself, but then again I didn’t need to—my task was simply to analyze
how a professional art thief would conceivably rob the place with the greatest chance of success.
I spoke to René a few times after René returned from Texoma, and I reviewed the notes from René
and Detective Dockray in Exhibits 6 and 7. Those were provided to me by René, but the
Detective’s notes were only four pages at that time. I also reviewed the forensic report in Exhibit
10 and the door log report that some forensics folks were able to extract from the damaged
equipment, which is Exhibit 4. It was very lucky they were able to get that data since I understand
the thieves all but obliterated most of the computer equipment. Based on my review of the
evidence and discussions with René, I stand by my initial conclusion and firmly believe that Ealy
Foy acted as an accomplice.
Let’s start with the fact that the robbery had to be an inside job. No professional art thief is taking
on a heist like this without some help cracking the cookie. You must understand that a true pro is
looking at this as a business decision: what’s the risk, what’s the reward? Professional heists are
never spur of the moment or crimes of convenience. No, they take planning – lots of planning;
casing the joint, reviewing schematics, practicing hostage control, planning escape routes, and the
like. When you consider the risk potential of 20 or more years of your life behind bars – well,
there must be either an exceptionally high reward opportunity or a pretty good guarantee of
success. In my experience, as a thief and as someone trying to catch thieves, you would be shocked
how often a heist like the one at Musée d’Orso uses an “insider” – I would estimate at least 95%,
maybe even 99%.
The thieves had to know exactly how the security system worked, or else they would be walking
into an unknown environment, something no true pro would ever do. A professional thief could
have some idea of the security system simply from the museum boasting about its level of security,
and some of the details could be figured out by studying information about the company that built
and installed the system. Any good hacker could probably get you that information, but nothing
is as good as someone on the inside. The information a hacker might obtain could be outdated,
especially here since the security system was installed years ago. A true pro would want to know
exactly what the security system is at the time of the robbery. You can’t get caught by some
upgrade or change that you aren’t expecting, and an insider is the only true way to avoid surprises.
OK, sure, it’s conceivable the robbers could have just been incredibly lucky that the guards would
fall for the police officer ruse and let them inside, but no professional art thief would take that risk.
Trust me.
Here, the thieves clearly had inside knowledge from someone. The thieves quickly found the hard
drive that stored the original video files from the security cameras, which Foy stated was unmarked
and in a nondescript cabinet. Did they just magically know exactly where that hard drive was? Of
course not—someone told them exactly where to look. The thieves also were able to easily access,
delete, and disable the cloud server using the computer in the Security Room. And that means
they not only knew about the cloud server but also had the password to access it. No one has found
anything to suggest they hacked into the cloud, including the forensics lab in Texoma and the FBI
as shown in Exhibit 10. And Foy admitted to being in the room when Crow changed the cloud
password, so Foy could have memorized it.
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Now let’s look at the most likely source of this inside information—Foy. The thieves used a ruse
where they dressed up like police officers. That’s just not something a professional thief would
ever come up with – I certainly have never heard of that being done nor would I have considered
it back in my glory days. Posing as a police officer is just adding unnecessary risk because you
could get caught by a real police officer, and impersonating an officer is illegal. That idea had to
come from Foy – Foy knows police procedure and could have easily coached the thieves on how
to act, what to say, and all that to make it believable. The thieves also got into the museum solely
with the assistance of Foy. Foy let them through the exterior and interior security door even over
the objections of Merritt Mauzey. Foy was clearly determined to make sure the thieves got past
the security defenses.
The door log in Exhibit 4 also implicates Foy. Let me first start by explaining that it’s no easy
task to get a painting out of a frame like the one used at the museum. Paintings like the ones that
were stolen are basically just canvas stretched over usually a wooden square frame to make it
sturdy. But, when they are shown by a museum, the paintings will have an exterior ornate frame
to make them look even nicer, and usually that exterior frame will have some description of the
piece. The painting will be locked very tight into the exterior frame with anywhere from 10 to 20
separate screws depending on how big the piece is, so the process to remove that exterior frame
can take quite a bit of time. If a thief is pressed for time, they can cut out a painting using a knife
to cut around the edges of the canvas without having to remove the frame, but that is risky because
the art is being damaged—either minimally if the thief has a steady hand, or significantly if the
thief is less careful. Back in my days, I never cut paintings from a frame because I couldn’t bear
the horrid thought of damaging those precious possessions. Once out of the museum frame, a thief
has a choice – either detaching the canvas from the wooden square, which we call a “stretcher,” or
leaving it as-is. The former lets you roll up the painting to be less conspicuous but that almost
always damages the painting – think about it, paint from 50+ years ago will crack and break when
the canvas is bent from being rolled up. Carrying off the painting as-is will protect it, but that’s
obviously risky since someone can easily see the paintings in your hands. Since none of the
wooden stretchers were found at the museum, the thieves must have carried the art out as-is (minus
the museum frame).
All that to say, based on the size of the stolen paintings, two thieves would need a minimum of 60
minutes to remove the museum frames even if they had an electric screwdriver or two. You have
to be extremely careful when removing the screws so you don’t damage the painting. All the
evidence suggests these thieves had no intention of harming the art. And these screws are not like
the ones you might unscrew from a table or something. They are special screws that take serious
time, and care, to remove. Looking at the door log in Exhibit 4, you can see that both guards were
put in their respective rooms just before 4:00 a.m. and the last time the exterior security door was
opened (before the morning guard, Reid, showed up) was at 5:00 a.m. In my opinion, that’s just
not enough time for two thieves, even the most skilled thieves, to get all five paintings off the wall
and unscrewed from the big, bulky museum frames. But it could be done in that timeframe if you
had three people. The door log makes clear that Foy assisted the thieves because the door to Office
2 opens again just before 5 a.m. and just before the thieves make their exit. My opinion is that,
once they had Mauzey locked away, the only explanation that fits the timeline is that Foy assisted
the thieves with removing the museum frames for about an hour and then was tied up and put in
Office 2 to be found in the morning. This is consistent with Mauzey’s statement that Foy’s wrists
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were not nearly as bruised as Mauzey’s – Foy simply was not tied up as long, or as tight, as
Mauzey.
Finally, my conclusion that Foy acted as an accomplice is fully supported by René’s observations
that Foy was defensive in the interviews and lied on numerous occasions. Innocent people are
never defensive when being questioned about a crime.
I confess I’m jealous of whoever is lucky enough to be staring at those spectacular paintings right
now. Having reviewed the five paintings that were stolen, I can confirm that they would be valued
anywhere between $100 and $200 million. I just hope they are taking care of them – whether it’s
the robbers or whoever they’ve sold them to on the black market. That is the one problem with
visual art: pictures are hard to conceal – people like to show off their art and, if you hang them at
your home, someone is going to say something. And then, you guessed it, doors are getting
knocked down by uniforms.
Finally, as part of my work with Seascape, I am paid an initial retainer equal to 0.5% of the insured
value of the art assets lost plus an expense retainer of $50,000.00. I receive an additional payment
of 0.5% of the insured value of the lost art assets, plus expenses, if I testify at trial. I can receive
additional compensation of 5%, plus expenses, of the insured value of any art asset I am able to
recover. I haven’t been able to locate the stolen paintings yet, but I almost certainly will.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

Remington Stolle
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SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY on this the 15th
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ADDENDUM TO STATEMENT OF REMINGTON STOLLE
Just to put everyone’s mind at ease, I was on a work-related trip with a government agency that I
can’t name in a place that I can’t identify for national security reasons, so they tell me. I was out
of the country for the entire month of April 2021 and returned to the U.S. on May 2, 2021. I can’t
say any more about that because I can get in serious trouble, but I know the parties have stipulated
to me being out of the country during that timeframe.
As I mentioned, I do keep an ear out for what’s going on in the thief world because that’s partly
why I’m so successful at my new gig, but I don’t socialize with any actual or would-be criminals.
I have no intention of going back to a place where I can’t wear a tailored suit, drink expensive
wine, and eat caviar that costs more than most people’s rent.
I’ve had a chance to review all of the other witness statements submitted in this case, and I want
to respond to several things raised by the museum’s witnesses.
First, Foy’s cryptocurrency profits could not be a more obvious clue that Foy acted as an
accomplice with the thieves. Cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin and FaithCoins, is one thing that has
changed dramatically since I was caught. Gosh, that stuff makes everything so much easier. No
one has any visibility on who the parties are to the transaction – it’s just a string of characters and
numbers without any intermediary, like a bank, overseeing the transaction. Trying to hide millions
of dollars in cash is way too hard, and every bank in the world would flag a wire of that amount
of money. It could not be more suspicious that Foy decided to “cash out” about the same time a
payment would be received from co-conspirators in an untraceable form. After all, accomplices
expect to be paid.
And Foy’s plans to move to Val Verde, a place with no extradition treaties with the U.S.? Why
not the Bahamas, Panama, or Belize? As my Interpol handlers would say, “S’il marche comme un
canard et charlatan comme un canard, c’est probablement un canard.” Translation? “If it walks
like a duck and quacks like a duck, it is probably a duck.”
Second, Crow admitted that Foy refused any additional security measures after the museum
received the Threat Alert in Exhibit 5. Of course! Foy couldn’t risk the real police being around
to discover the robbers dressed up as cops. Crow also wants you to believe that a former guard or
an employee with Rexford Solutions assisted the robbery, but that’s just a distraction. The former
guard may have known some of the general security protocols, like the process for letting nonemployees into the interior hallway, but that guard couldn’t have had the cloud password since it
changed after she left. As for Rexford Solutions, none of the forensics people concluded that the
administrative password had been used to access the cloud.
Finally, Detective Dockray takes issue with my opinion that no professional thief would try to rob
Musée d’Orso without knowing for certain they could get out of that interior hallway. The
detective argues the thieves could take the guard hostage or use the guard’s security badge as a
last resort to escape out of the exterior security door. But that assumes a guard would go into the
interior hallway in the first place! How would the thieves know for certain that a guard would
meet them there? That’s why they had to have insider help. It’s not like they could prop open the
FACT STATEMENT OF REMINGTON STOLLE
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exterior with a rock or something until a guard entered the interior hallway. That would be way
too suspicious.
Looking back at my original statement, I should clarify that it’s possible the robbery did not take
place exactly as I’ve described or believe it to have occurred. I wasn’t there of course, and the
robbers-posing-as-cops haven’t been caught. But the odds that professional thieves – and let’s be
clear, the two fake cops were certainly professionals – did something different than I’ve described
is extremely remote. In my expert opinion, 9 out of 10 professional thieves would have carried
out this heist exactly as I’ve described because that’s the only way to maximize success and
minimize risk.
I’m still helping Seascape look for the stolen art, and I’m confident that I will eventually find all
of it. Why? Five percent of approximately $100 million—I can do a lot of damage with that kind
of money.
Further, affiant sayeth naught.

Remington Stolle

17
18
19
20

REMINGTON STOLLE

SIGNED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of trial.
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POLICY OF THEFT/ROBBERY INSURANCE
Policy Issuer:
Issuer’s Address:
Issuer’s Email:

Seascape Property and Casualty Insurance Company
245 5th Avenue, New York City, New York 10001
Claims@SeascapePCIC.com

Policy Number:
Original Date of Policy:
Renewal Date of Policy:
Policy Term:
Insured:

SPC-02139584
September 1, 2017
January 1, 2021
One (1) year from issuance or any renewal
Musée d’Orso, Russellville, Texoma

Any notice of claim and any other notice or statement in writing required to be given to the
Company under this Policy must be given to the Company at the address and/or email
address listed above within the time frame provided herein.

COVERED RISKS
Subject to the Exclusions from Coverage and the Conditions set forth herein,
SEASCAPE PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
(“Seascape”), a New York Corporation, agrees to indemnify the Insured against loss
or damage that occurs during the Policy Term, subject to the minimum and
maximum amount of insurance, that the Insured sustains or incurs in any way from:
(1) theft or robbery.
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE
$100,000,000 – but the minimum amount of loss for coverage is $10,000,000.
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE
The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this Policy, and
the Insured acknowledges and agrees that Seascape will not pay for any loss or
damage that the Insured sustains or incurs in any way from:
(1) theft or robbery in which a current employee of the Insured knowingly
participates, either individually or in concert with others.
PREMIUM PAYMENT
$277,387.00 – due upon issuance or any renewal of this Policy.
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DEFINITIONS
As used herein, “theft” means the unlawful taking of property from its owner with
the intent to deprive the owner of that property.
As used herein, “robbery” means the unlawful taking of property from its owner
with the intent to deprive the owner of that property and the intent to place another
person in fear of bodily injury or death.
NOTICES
Any notice of claim under this Policy is required to be sent, in writing, to Seascape’s
address listed above no later than 24 hours after any loss or damage is discovered.
JURISDICTION AND GOVERNING LAW
The construction, validity, and performance of this Policy shall be governed by the
laws of Texoma. All disputes that may arise under, out of, or related in any way to
this Policy shall be adjudicated in the courts of Landry County, Texoma.
SEASCAPE’S RIGHT TO INVESTIGATE ANY POLICY CLAIMS
If the Insured files any claim under this Policy, the Insured agrees that it will use its
reasonable best efforts to cooperate with any investigation initiated by Seascape.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE POLICY
Seascape and the Insured agree that the persons executing this Policy below are
authorized to execute this Policy on behalf of their respective entities.
SIGNATURES
WHEREFORE, Seascape and the Insured agree to the terms of this Policy.

Jean Moliere

Rosson Crow

Seascape Property and Casualty
Insurance Co.

Musée d’Orso [The Insured]

By: Jean Moliere, CEO

By: Rosson Crow, Museum Director
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Le pigeon aux petits pois (Pigeon with Peas) by Pablo Picasso
65 cm x 54 cm (25.59” x 21.26”)
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La Pastoral by Henri Matisse
46 cm x 55 cm (17.72” x 21.65”)
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L’Olivier près de l’Estaque (Olive Tree near l’Estaque) by Georges Braque

50 cm x 61 cm (19.69” x 24.02”)
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La Femme à l’Éventail (Woman with a Fan) by Amedeo Modigliani
100 cm x 65 cm (39.37” x 25.59”)
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Nature Morte aux Chandeliers (Still Life with Candlestick) by Fernand Leger
116 cm x 80 cm (45.67” x 31.50”)
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Date
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1
May 1

Time
12:01am
12:02am
12:10am
12:44am
1:35am
1:59am
3:01am
3:27am
3:31am
3:32am
3:35am
3:46am
3:53am
3:54am
4:52am
4:58am
4:59am
5:00am
7:26am
7:26am
7:27am
7:30am
7:31am
7:42am
8:15am
8:16am
8:22am

Door
Interior Security
Exterior Security
Security Office
Security Office
Security Office
Security Office
Security Office
Security Office
Interior Security
Exterior Security
Interior Security
Office 2
Security Office
Office 1
Office 1
Security Office
Interior Security
Exterior Security
Exterior Security
Interior Security
Office 2
Security Office
Office 1
Security Office
Interior Security
Exterior Security
Interior Security

Method Opened
Badge - Fred Gwynne
Badge - Fred Gwynne
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Fingerprint - Ealy Foy
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Ealy Foy
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Badge - Merritt Mauzey
Facial Recog. - Sophia Reid
Fingerprint - Clay Crummey
Badge - Sophia Reid
Badge - Clay Crummey
Badge - Clay Crummey
Badge - Sophia Reid
Badge - Sophia Reid
Badge - Sophia Reid
Fingerprint - Sophia Reid
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Russellville Police Department
To: All local businesses within Russellville, Texoma
Date: April 14, 2021

THREAT ALERT
The Russellville Police Department (“RPD”) has received a tip that unknown
persons may be planning a robbery of a high-value target in or around Russellville.
RPD does not have any specifics at this time, but in an abundance of caution is
issuing this Threat Alert to local businesses that own, sell, or maintain items of high
value that may be targeted in a robbery. This includes jewelry stores, electronics
stores, art museums, banks/financial institutions, and any other business with
significant cash on hand – such as Pay-Day Loan businesses.
RPD recommends that each such business ensure their security systems and/or
loss-prevention systems are in working order and have the most up-to-date versions
of any necessary software. Should you wish RPD to visit your business for further
advice or additional security, please contact RPD at the non-emergency telephone
number: 215-555-0905.
Should RPD receive any further details about the threat described in this Alert,
we will provide those details as soon as possible. Please stay safe and vigilant.
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Russellville Police Department - Investigation Notes
Initiation Date:

May 1, 2021

Location:

Musée d'Orso

Responding Officer:

Det. Dockray (Badge 1141)

Officer Notes: (use extra pages as necessary)

May 1, 8:03am - call from Sofia Reid at museum; stated security
badge for night guard (Merritt Mauzey) found outside museum
and two night guards found tied up in separate rooms inside;
believes robbery has taken place; traveled to museum; requested
backup and EMTs to same location while en route
8:19am - arrived at museum and escorted into Security Room by
Ms. Reid; observed plastic and metal pieces on floor near security
desk, which were collected in evidence bags #1-3; Sofia Reid
handed over security badge found outside, which was put into
evidence bag #4; other security badge (Ealy Foy) was on security
desk and taken for evidence in bag #5; both to be tested for
fingerprints
Ealy Foy (night guard) indicated broken pieces from hard drive
was where security camera footage was stored; Merritt Mauzey
stated both cell phones also destroyed; to send all evidence to
forensics, including for data extraction
Ealy Foy Interview - former police officer (NYPD) and has been
chief of security for 10+ years; had just finished round through
the museum when buzzer heard from exterior door at
approximately 3:30 am; observed what appeared to be two police
officers in Russellville PD uniforms standing at exterior door;
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(Interview continued)
Cops requested entry to review video from exterior cameras for
suspect who shot another officer; Foy spoke to officers in interior
hallway; cops then suddenly demanded entry after something
heard on one cop’s radio; Foy opened interior door with
fingerprints and followed cops to security desk; cops drew weapons
and announced robbery; robbers put on gloves and took
cellphones and badges; and destroyed phones and some computer
equipment; one robber also accessed computer at Security Desk
and said something about a “cloud”; says robbers zip-tied
Mauzey and put in office inside security room; then zip-tied Foy
and put in office across hallway; did not see robbers again after
that; discovered by morning guards around 7:30 am
[Foy Interview lasted approx. 15 minutes]
Merritt Mauzey Interview - difficulty answering questions
coherently, but not physically harmed; gave similar story about
cops buzzing from exterior door and requesting entry; claims to
have resisted Foy's request to open exterior security door for cops
and that Foy threatened to have Mauzey fired if door wasn't
opened; still refused and says Foy opened exterior door with
security badge once in interior hallway; surprised to see cops
suddenly appear at security desk since no one had called
museum director first (says that was protocol); was very scared
when guns were brandished; handed cellphone to Foy who gave
to robbers; was tied up before Foy; did not see robbers tie up Foy
but saw Foy zip-tied in same way when everyone found Foy in
other office; when asked if anything else stood out, Mauzey
mentioned robbers took an art folio from office where Mauzey
was tied up but nothing else suspicious prior to the cops buzzing
the exterior door.

[Mauzey Interview lasted approx. 10 minutes]
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Interviewed two morning guards (Sophia Reid and Clay
Crummey) who discovered Foy and Mauzey; interviewed together
for efficiency; both stated they arrived around 7:20am and
discovered a security badge outside exterior door; both surprised
no guard at security desk or in security room; Reid heard noise
in office and used badge to open where they found Mauzey tied
up; Reid cut Mauzey loose; Mauzey said Foy was in other office;
all found Foy in office across hallway zip-tied just like Mauzey
and Reid cut Foy loose; Reid stated that Foy asked if either had
called police (they had not yet) so Reid made the call I received
[Reid and Crummey Interview lasted approx. 10 minutes]
Another officer took contact information for all four guards and
then all allowed to leave since museum will be closed for some
time; Foy asked if I needed to search any of them but wasn't
needed - impossible to hide paintings on their person; Foy said I
should call museum director (Rosson Crow) who was traveling
back from Europe; called Crow and left voicemail; Crow returned
call approximately 9:15am; explained situation and Crow was
very upset about robbery; Crow flying back to Texoma from NYC
in several hours, and stated we could meet at 9pm
Walked through museum and discovered five frames on floor in
Still Life Collection; no paintings in any of the frames on floor,
but many screws on the floor (likely from frames); no other
evidence of interest observed; noted the names of the missing
paintings using descriptions on the wall; instructed officers to
dust for fingerprints on frames, door handles, security desk, and
other high-touch surfaces even though robbers wore gloves;
approximately 50 screws placed in evidence bag 7 for forensics;
instructed officers to take frames for further analysis
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Checked front door and exterior security door; all locked and in
working order; left officers to preserve scene
2pm – After short consult with police chief, determined it would
be good practice to search Foy and Mauzey's home to rule out as
suspects/accomplices; chief agrees
2:22pm - arrived at Mauzey's location and searched apartment,
car, and person (has no garage); no evidence of paintings or
involvement in robbery found; obtained permission to take laptop
for forensic analysis; search lasted approx. 20 min.
3pm - arrived at Foy's location and searched home, garage, two
vehicles, and person; no evidence found here either; received
permission to take laptop for analysis; search approx. 55 minutes
4:30pm - ran background check on Mauzey and Foy, nothing
notable or suggesting either could be involved in robbery; noted
that Foy has outstanding record during time with NYPD.
8:15pm - returned to museum to meet Crow; Crow arrived about
9pm with investigator from Seascape (insurance company);
investigator = Rene Rousseaux (RR); said hello to RR while Crow
inspected missing paintings; RR asked if I had any suspects - I
responded none at this time since investigation just started; I
stated robbery looked like the work of pro art thieves and RR
rolled eyes; RR asked me to detail interviews of night guards, and
I promised to provide notes the next day; RR seemed displeased;
conveyed statement from both night guards that robbers wore
gloves but we would still test for fingerprints to be thorough
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9:30pm – Crow agreed to be interviewed by RR and myself; Crow
explained how security system worked; high praise for Foy and
stated Mauzey was new but had no issues; stated Melissa Roberts
(former guard) was recently fired and very angry when fired; RR
questioned security system and Crow stated it cost approx. 150k,
installed in late 2017, and had recently checked by security
company (Rex Ford Solutions); Crow attempted to access museum
cloud server where back-up security video files stored, but found
it empty; Crow states to be only one who knows the password; will
submit museum computer to forensics; RR made many notes on a
notepad; RR asked about any recent threats and Crow was
unsure; I stated that threats come in all the time and are
provided to any potentially affected businesses, but no robberies
had occurred; I allowed Crow to go home and allowed RR to stay
behind to look around if accompanied by officers; RR agreed;
interview lasted 25 minutes
May 3 - checked records with phone company for both Foy and
Mauzey's cell phones; confirmed that neither sent or received any
texts or calls from 11:30pm April 30 to present; forensics is
checking laptops and Internet history for both; obtained warrant
to search emails and bank records of all guards employed as of
May 1, 2021
May 4 – 10:45am - received report from forensics unit; only data
recoverable from computer hard drive was log of locked museum
doors being opened plus info on how doors opened, such as
security badge or from someone at security desk; analyzed report
and found nothing else notable; provided copy to RR same day;
got impression RR believed Foy involved in robbery after stating
"you know cases like this are always inside jobs, right?"; I
disagreed but informed Crow of RR's suspicions so Crow was
aware; nothing suspicious in any guards’ bank or emails
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May 4, 3pm - arrived at Foy's residence to search again just to be
thorough, and gave no warning before arrival; Foy consented and
no evidence found related to robbery whatsoever; returned laptop
to Foy and had other officers return Mauzey’s and museum’s; also
had art frames returned to museum
May 6, 9:30am - second unannounced search of Foy and Foy's
residence; Foy readily consented again; no evidence found and no
further searches warranted
May 7 - conferred with police chief and unit chief for highvalue robberies, and consensus reached that robbery was by
professional art thieves and no evidence that Foy or Mauzey was
involved; called Crow to report conclusions; Crow was happy and
said there was no way that any museum employee could have
been involved - I confirmed we had found no evidence that even
suggested an “inside job”
May 9 - located Melissa Roberts (former guard) address in
Worcester, MA but no phone number; requested approval to travel
to MA for interview
May 10 – 2:15pm - located and traveled to speak with the two
employees from Rexford Solutions that inspected museum
security; both with alibis for May 1; both claimed not to have
told anyone about security system, including location of hard
drive or password to cloud; received call from Crow stating
Seascape believes Foy involved and claim denied
May 11 - located Roberts at home address; introduced self and
asked for interview about robbery at museum; Roberts denies
knowing about any robbery, refused interview and shut door; to
determine if locals or FBI can assist
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Investigation of Musée d’Orso
(All times NYC time unless otherwise noted)
May 1:
•

1:05 p.m. – received notice of insurance claim by Musée d’Orso in Russellville, Texoma
re: robbery; five paintings alleged to have been stolen overnight; unknown value at
this time, but likely to be over minimum coverage amount ($10M)

•

1:35 p.m. – call to Remington Stolle for initial impressions of how professional would
steal paintings from Musée d’Orso; Stolle already familiar with museum layout and
security system; Stolle’s initial impression is that an accomplice likely used to ensure
successful entry; museum security is robust and details likely hard to find outside of
museum personnel; when asked, Stolle stated using an accomplice is how Stolle would
commit similar robbery

•

3:55 p.m. – boarded flight from NYC to Texoma to inspect museum and interview
witnesses; based on Stolle’s initial assessment, focus to be on guards on duty during
time of robbery; one must have been involved

•

8:30 p.m. (local time) – arrived in Texoma; overheard person talking about robbery
to someone else on phone; determined person was Rosson Crow, museum director;
Crow agreed to drive me to museum; during drive, Crow asked many questions and
attitude was very defensive; consider Crow as potential accomplice since Crow was
just now returning from Europe, a convenient alibi to shift blame away; when asked
about who the evening guards were, Crow claimed not to know; seems suspicious

•

9:20 p.m. (local time) – arrived at museum; security system is indeed impressive;
facial recognition at exterior door and fingerprint reader at interior security door;
understand Stolle’s comments about needing an accomplice; easy for intruder to get
stuck in interior hallway with no escape – and need a security badge to get out or
fingerprints to get into Security Room; Crow seems overly concerned about the
missing paintings, more than I would expect for an innocent museum director
o Detective Dockray (“Det.”) on site upon our arrival; does not seem
experienced, at least in art theft; has no suspects at present (shocker); look
to critique investigation process
o Hard drive at Security desk that stored video from robbery was destroyed
along with guards’ cell phones; pieces already taken in evidence and submitted
to forensics; report to follow
o NOTE to SELF (“NTS”): how did robbers know exactly where hard drive
located? Had to have insider?
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o Asked Det. for notes but will not be provided until tomorrow
o Det. states guards said robbers wore gloves but would still dust for
fingerprints – NTS: why? waste of time.
•

9:40 p.m. (local time) – interviewed Crow with Detective present, approximately 10
minutes; Crow knows very little about robbery since out of country; talked about
night guards: Ealy Foy, a veteran employee; Merritt Mauzey just got out of training;
claims security system is state of the art, recently inspected and upgraded by
Rexford Solutions, and details are closely guarded; installed in 2018 for over $100k at
recommendation of Foy who used to be NYPD officer; Crow says common for museum
to receive threats of robberies (etc.) but did nothing in response to recent threat
o NTS: Focus on Foy – Mauzey likely too inexperienced to pull off
o Crow attempted to access cloud server from computer where backup files of
video are allegedly stored but cloud had been disabled and files deleted; Crow
claims to be only one to know cloud password (very long password apparently,
and changed recently)
o NTS: determine how Foy found out password; Crow less suspicious now
o Det. took museum computer for forensic analysis (but if was hacked, unlikely
hackers left a trace – to confirm with Stolle)

•

10:00 p.m. (local time) – stayed behind after Crow and Det. left; walked museum and
inspected room with missing paintings; 5 paintings taken from their frames, which
are standard high-quality museum frames requiring numerous screws to be removed;
found one screw on floor that cops missed, gave to officer; to confirm with Stolle
time needed to remove paintings without damage since no damage apparent
o Frames appear to have been dusted for fingerprints – but unlikely to find any
since Det. Dockray reported that night guards stated robbers wore gloves

May 2 – (all local times)
•

7:15 a.m. – arrived at Russellville PD; received 4 pages of investigation notes from
Det. Dockray; instant impressions = guards not searched (!!!) before allowed to leave;
while unlikely to hide large paintings on their person, still should have searched; Det.
seems to never have considered either guard as accomplice; Det. claims still waiting
on forensic report.
o Brief review of Det. notes from Foy & Mauzey interview; nothing notable at
present; will analyze further after own interviews
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o Det. did search Foy and Mauzey’s home in afternoon of May 1; nothing found,
no surprise; belated search shows bad investigation
•

8:15 a.m. – met Crow back at museum for interviews with Foy and Mauzey; Crow
called both and asked them to return to museum for interviews; was not on phone
but sounded like Foy was very reluctant to return to museum

•

9:35 a.m. – interviewed Foy in office inside security room; Crow not present
o Foy stated police officers requested entry from exterior security door; told
Mauzey to buzz them through so could meet officers in enclosed interior
hallway; says Mauzey resisted instruction so Foy opened exterior door on own
using security badge; claims to have said they had to call Crow before opening
interior door but, before Foy could, one officer heard something on radio
regarding suspect being spotted and both officers then demanded to see the
video feeds; no resistance, just unlocked interior security door using
fingerprints and followed officers to security desk; officers then drew guns,
destroyed cell phones and hard drive, did something with computer at security
desk, and tied up both guards with zip-ties
▪

NTS: Foy VERY defensive and appears to be lying/hiding something

o Asked about Foy’s associates and if any are criminals; Foy strongly denied and
reiterated time as a former NYPD officer
▪

NTS: experience as cop may have given Foy knowledge on how to
commit the robbery, to confirm

o Asked Foy to explain how the robbery occurred a second time; Foy frustrated
and seems irritated to answer the question; second summary of robbery
identical to the first and seems rehearsed; Foy still appears to be lying and
defensive about something
o Foy denies seeing robbers again after being locked in the office across hallway;
o Denies knowing the cloud password, but admits being in the room when Crow
changed it – NTS: could have seen it.
o Interview lasted 55 minutes; did observe Foy briefly talking with Crow for
approximately 3 minutes after interview but could not hear discussion
•

10:35 a.m. – interviewed Mauzey in same office as Foy interview; Crow not present
o Mauzey said intercom buzzed just as Foy was returning from second round
approx. 3:30 am; persons who looked like police officers were visible on screen
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and stated something about looking for shooting suspect; says Foy demanded
Mauzey to open exterior door from security desk so Foy could talk to officers;
claims to have resisted, but Foy became extremely agitated and threatened
to get Mauzey fired
o Mauzey says unsure what to do next but before could decide, Foy opened
exterior with security badge; claimed Foy was way out of character and
acting suspicious
o Mauzey says could overhear most of conversation between Foy and officers
through intercom in interior hallway; when asked about one of the radios
making noise, Mauzey denied hearing a radio crackle – just that all of a
sudden the officers were running towards the security desk; claims to have
been terrified of robbers when they pulled out guns and hoped Foy would do
something, but Foy did nothing
▪

When asked, Mauzey also denied hearing Foy tell robbers they had to
call museum director before opening interior door, which was protocol

▪

Claims to have almost called Crow but then robbers were suddenly at
the security desk in the Security Room

o Mauzey claimed to have had significant swelling and bruising on wrists due to
zip-ties but that Foy only had very small marks; Mauzey suggested that Foy
may not have been tied up as long or as tight
▪

NTS: Observed no swelling or bruising on Mauzey at this time, but
possibly has healed overnight

o Mauzey suspects Foy was involved – “this robbery simply could not have
happened if Foy hadn’t opened that interior door”; Mauzey denies any
involvement and is believable
o Interview duration of approx. 40 minutes; said something to Crow on way
out but left immediately
•

11:25 a.m. – asked follow-up questions to Crow regarding Foy’s background; Crow
stated Foy had stellar record with NYPD and has been excellent chief of security
o NTS: Crow likely too blind to suspect Foy; to check Foy’s background
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May 4 (all local times):
•

11:30 a.m. – received copy of “door log” from Detective that was obtained by
forensics after analyzing damaged hard drive; log shows when all locked doors are
opened and how they were opened; also received forensic report

•

12:45 p.m. – returned to museum and walked museum to trace the sequence of doors
being unlocked; noted that office 1, where Foy was locked up, did have door open
around 4:30 a.m. despite Foy saying robbers never opened the door again
o **Foy LIED**
o NTS: suspicious that Foy’s badge was used to open the office door each time

May 5:
•

8:55 a.m. (local time) – boarded plane back to NYC; re-reviewed Detective’s notes to
compare with my own; still believe initial conclusion that Foy acted as accomplice with
robbers to ensure robbery was successful; to consult with Stolle upon return

•

3:05 p.m. – received call from Mauzey; just quit job at museum; stated has a
growing suspicion that Foy was involved in the robbery; told Mauzey that was our
working theory and took down contact information in case we need further help, such
as testimony at trial
o NTS: Mauzey’s growing suspicion supports initial conclusion re: Foy; may be
critical witness as only other person present during robbery; will need
extensive prep if testimony needed

•

4:15 p.m. – ran search of all stolen paintings to see if any listed for sale on dark web
using company software; none listed and no leads

May 7:
•

11:00 a.m. – long discussion with Stolle who confirms only plausible scenario is robbers
had to have inside help due to security protocol at museum; while theoretically
possible that robbers acted alone without inside help, it is unlikely given the risk of
being trapped in interior hallway
o Stolle estimates it would have taken two weeks to plan and prepare for
robbery of this type; would be easy to corrupt a museum guard through
extortion or similar means if necessary; even easier if guard is willing
participant
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o Asked if Stolle could have robbed this museum alone without inside help; Stolle
states yes but likely only person in the world that could do so
•

3:30 p.m. – final conclusion: Foy was accomplice and knowingly participated in robbery
to assist robbers dressed as police officers; confidence level of 95%; informed CEO
who concurred with my conclusion; to inform museum after weekend.

•

CEO asked about locating fired guard (Melissa Roberts) and speaking to employees
with Rexford Solutions; I explained not needed because evidence points directly to
Foy; CEO said she trusts my judgment on this point

May 10:
•

4:45 p.m. – called Crow to notify museum that policy claim had been denied; Crow
very upset on phone and claims Seascape and I are “scoundrels” and are the “real
thieves”; left Crow vent for several minutes, reiterated that claim was denied, and
hung up.
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TWO PICASSOS STOLEN FROM SPANISH MUSEUM!
BY CHARLOTTE MACDOUGALL, SENIOR CONTRIBUTOR
July 30, 2013
BARCELONA—Has the Pink Panther moved to Spain? Authorities in Barcelona are
likely asking that question and many more after a daring overnight heist in which
two priceless paintings by Pablo Picasso were stolen without a trace. A guard at the
Museo de Bellas Artes in Seville discovered two empty frames at approximately 3:15
a.m. local time and immediately called authorities. Sources say that the local police
have very little to go on. While the museum is drenched in security cameras, those
appear to have been hacked so that the video feed was frozen and the lone night guard
would not have discovered the theft as it happened. The thief also appears to have
bypassed a security pad on the back door that requires a six digit code that changes
every 24 hours.
Even more brazen is the fact that the back door cannot be opened from the inside.
Thus, after removing the paintings from their frames, the thief had to traverse the
entire museum floor to exit through the front door. A local police officer, who
requested anonymity because he or she was not authorized to speak on the matter,
stated that the heist appeared incredibly risky on first glace. “The night guard was
armed, and the thief had to literally walk past the guard’s desk on the way to the
front door. The guard also had a panic button on his belt that would have triggered
a silent alarm and locked down every possible exit. If the guard had spotted the thief,
or even heard something suspicious, the thief would have been trapped.”
Even though the security cameras were hacked into, the security system still recorded
video of the robbery on its back-up system, which police were able to review.
According to our source, the thief was dressed in all black and wore a mask, but the
thief appeared to be quite young given the thief’s build and quick movements through
the museum. But the thief was also extremely skilled – the Picassos were locked into
large frames that each required 10 screws to be removed before the painting would
be free of the frame. The screws are difficult to remove, and care must be taken not
to damage the painting, according to our source. “This thief is one of the most skilled
thieves I’ve ever seen in my professional experience. The screws were removed from
both paintings in under 25 minutes, which is absurdly fast for someone under
pressure who’s not trying to damage the painting,” said our source.
Police have very few leads at this time but will be counting on public help to identify
and locate the thief – and the stolen Picassos. There is currently a $500,000 reward
for any information that leads to the recovery of the paintings. Everyone involved
just hopes these priceless pieces of art have not been damaged.
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TEXOMA FORENSIC TESTING LABORATORY
May 4, 2021
The Texoma Forensic Testing Laboratory is an independent laboratory tasked with performing
forensic testing and analysis of physical evidence at the request of law enforcement and civilians.
All employees of the laboratory have the appropriate qualifications and certifications to perform
the tests and analyses at the laboratory.
At your request, we have conducted analysis of evidence collected at Musée d’Orso on or about
May 1, 2021. In addition to our own analysis, we consulted with the forensics department with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation as noted below, and the results of these analyses and testing
are described below:
Evidence Provided
The evidence provided to our lab and that was analyzed includes:
(1) plastic and metal pieces that we determined came from two cellphones and an
external computer hard drive;
(2) five museum frames;
(3) 74 metal screws each approximately 1.75” in length and specifically designed for
museum frames;
(4) three laptop computers, one from museum, one from Ealy Foy, and one from Merritt
Mauzey; and,
(5) two museum security badges (with the names of Ealy Foy and Merritt Mauzey).
Cell Phones
The cell phones we received were in numerous pieces and had been severely damages. Despite
the assistance of the FBI, we were unable to pull any data from either cell phone. We were also
unable to identify any fingerprints or hair fibers from the pieces of the two cell phones.
Computer Hard Drive
The computer hard drive was also in numerous pieces and had been severely damaged. Despite
the assistance of the FBI, we were unable to identify any fingerprints or hair fibers on or within
the pieces of the hard drive. Our lab was able to extract data that appears to be a log of the secured
doors within the museum from 12:10 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. on May 1, 2021, and that data is contained
in a one-page report provided with this report. We provided the hard drive pieces to the FBI to
determine whether any additional data could be extracted, but the FBI was unsuccessful.
Museum Frames & Screws
We understand all five museum frames were dusted for fingerprints at the museum without
success. Our lab was also unable to identify any fingerprints or hair fibers from the frames. The
metal screws were also tested for fingerprints, hair fibers, and DNA, but none were found.
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TEXOMA FORENSIC TESTING LABORATORY
May 4, 2021
Page 2 of 2

Laptop Computer – From Museum
We understand the laptop computer provided is from the Security Room at the museum and can
be used to access the museum’s cloud server where back-up video files are supposed to be stored.
We were asked to determine how the cloud server was accessed in the early morning of May 1,
2021 and whether there was any evidence the computer had been hacked into. Despite the
assistance of the FBI, we were unable to determine how the cloud server had been accessed—
including which password was used to access the cloud server. The FBI was also unable to
definitively conclude whether the computer had been hacked into. However, it should be noted
that the best hackers in the world strive to leave no trace of their hack. We and the FBI were also
unable to recover any of the deleted video files.
Laptop Computer – From Foy and Mauzey
We analyzed email traffic and Internet searches on both laptop computers obtained from Ealy Foy
and Merritt Mauzey. Our lab did not identify anything suspicious or suggestive of participation in
museum robbery.
Security Badges
We tested both security badges for fingerprints. On Merritt Mauzey’s badge, we identified
fingerprints from Merritt Mauzey, Ealy Foy, and Sophia Reid. On Ealy Foy’s badge, we
identified fingerprints from Ealy Foy. No other fingerprints were identified.
Bank Accounts and Emails of All Other Museum Guards
We analyzed the bank accounts and emails for all other guards employed by the museum as of
May 1, 2021 to determine if any was suspicious or suggesting of participation in the museum
robbery. Nothing suspicious or notable was found after a thorough analysis.

Should you have any questions about the conclusions in this report or desire any further evidence
to be tested an analyzed, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Snyder
Jennifer Snyder, Chief of Forensics
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